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New Madrid
earthquake
chance has
mixed views
By WOODY BAIRD
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) -Scientists have struggled for
years to figure out when the
next big earthquake might strike
the central United States.
Now a geologist from Northwestern University believes he
has evidence that the New
Madrid Fault — at the center
of the country's most active
seismic zone east of the Rockies — is "cold and dying."
Other scientists disagree, and
those differences show just how
hard it is to understand what
causes quakes in the central
U.S. — and when another big
one may erupt.
"It's easy to say, 'Oh, things
must be cooling down, and
because we don't understand
it, it must be dying.' But we
really don't know anything,"
said Chuck Langston, a seismology professor with the University of Memphis.
The New Madrid Fault, a
network of deep cracks in the
earth's surface from southern
Illinois
to
northeastern
Arkansas, produces hundreds
of small quakes a year, most
too weak to be noticed without scientific equipment.
But in 1811 and 1812, when
the area was sparsely populated, it produced a series of big
earthquakes estimated at magnitude 7.0 or greater.
Such a quake today would
cause widespread damage, and
scientists give a 10 percent
probability one will strike over
the next 50 years. Geological
evidence indicates big quakes
hit the region around the years
900 and 1450 A.D.
Chances for a magnitude
6.0 quake, which could cause
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HIS HANDIWORK Candidates
talk about
Kentucky's
health care

TOM BERRY tedger & Ttmes

Retired college engineering professor Ralph Pittman displays a new communion table and accompanying cross and other chancel pieces he has built at his home which will be placed in First Presbyterian
Church's new sanctuary when it is completed this summer.

Retired professor feels purpose in
woodwork for new sanctuary
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
When members of Murray's First
Presbyterian Church first cast their
eyes on the inside of their new
sanctuary this summer, they will
also find that the Lord has sraciously provided some beautiful,
classic-styled furnishings and other
sacred pieces that reflect His glory
and handiwork.
And the tool He used to get
the work done is Ralph Pittman.
A member of First Presbyterian. Pittman is now designing and
building a unique pulpit bearing
the denomination's insignia; a communion table with an ornate, traditional cross; a classic baptismal
font; a music stand and a couple of lecterns; some pedestal tables

and other chancel pieces in his
make-shift, garage-workshop at his
Gill Road home on Kentucky Lake.
However he is now working
on a second pulpit because —
although most any church would
be 1149PY to have the first one he
constructed — Pittman said it didn't come out exactly right because
of a bad piece of material.
So he'll build another one.
"This is going in God's house.
It has to be right," he said. "All
of this is about the church. It isn't
about me.
"Of all the pieces that I have
made in the past 30 years, I think
these are the most satisfying."
Pittman, a member of the
church's building committee, said
he got the idea of building new

chancel furnishings during a planning meeting and talked about it
with his wife, Cheryl.
"I said 'Let's build the church
furniture ... the chancel equipment,
the communion table, the baptismal font ... all new pieces,"
he said.
He is also working on a 6 foot
by 4 foot cross that will be placed
behind the chancel area on the
rear wall of the new sanctuary
now under construction at the corner of South 16th and Main streets.
Pittman also does his own
engraving; placing the words "This
Do In Remembrance Of Me." on
the communion table. Some of his
art work includes woodsculpting

MI See Page 2A

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)— Along with the emergencies that Dr. Amir Ahmad treats in eastern
Kentucky, he gets his share of patients suffering
from sore throats, ear infections and mild breathing problems.
"Most of them could be treated in the clinic," said Ahmad, emergency room medical director at Harlan Appalachian Regional Hospital. "The
main reason is they don't have insurance —
that's why they come here."
Ahmad estimates that 15 percent of patients
treated each year in the hospital's emergency
room have no health insurance. Even if the cases
appear minor, they routinely undergo X-rays and
blood work as a precaution — costs the hospital often ends up absorbing and which drive up
the overall expense of health care, he said.
"It's a broken system," Ahmad said in a phone
interview.
The Associated Press asked Kentucky's candidates for governor their views on health care.
All promised to combat health-care problems,
and some listed the issue as one of their top
priorities, but proposed cures vary. Some talk
ambitiously of health coverage for all Kentuckians. Others prefer less-sweeping approaches to
make Kentuckians healthier and lower costs.
According to Census Bureau figures from 2005,
12.7 percent of Kentuckians had no health insurance, compared with 14.6 percent in 1995.
"You can judge a society by looking at how
it cares — or doesn't care — for its people,"
said state Treasurer Jonathan Miller, one of seven
Democrats running for governor in the May 22
primary.
The proposals come amid efforts elsewhere to
deal with high insurance costs and the plight of
the uninsured. Massachusetts requires everyone
to carry insurance, and California Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger has proposed extending health
care coverage to most of his state's uninsured.
Other states, including Kentucky, have taken incremental steps with laws and programs to reduce
the cost of insurance for small employers.
In Kentucky, Miller vowed to make universal
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Lori Winiger of Calloway County made this 44
inch-by-55 inch quilt, which was selected from
742 entries as one of the 413 semi-finalists for
the 23rd annual American Quilter's Society Quilt
Show and Contest. Regardless of final judging,
it will be displayed at the Paducah show from
April 25-28.
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Lori Winiger isn't very competitive. But she
is pan of a popular contest.
Winiger's quilt showing a dragon in flight
joins 412 other semi-finalists in the 23rd annual American Quilter's Society Quilt Show and
Contest, which is slated for April 25-28 at the
Paducah Expo Center.
An Elm Grove resident, Winiger usually makes
traditional patchwork quilts as her hobby. But
this time her brother sent Winiger dragon pictures as ideas because he wanted something to
hang on a wall at his new house.
"I never had any intentions to enter anything," she said. "I am just not competitive."
As she worked on the quilt, friends and fellow quitters encouraged her to enter it in the
quilt show.
"I thought the worst that could happen was
I could get a rejection letter," said Winiger, who
took up quilting about eight years ago. "Well,
1 got an acceptance letter."
Winiger had to take the quilt back from her
brother's wall for the occasion once the piece
was selected among the small wall hangings.
one of the AQS Quilt Show's 16 contest categories.
Regardless of how the quilt places in the
final judging, it will be displaced with the other
semi-finalists at the annual quilt show, which brings
more than 35,000 quilters, collectors, enthusiasts
and vendors to Paducah every spring, according
to the AQS.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger II Times
LOVING HEARTS, LENDING HANDS: Six-year-old Alexis Siler, a student at Christian

Fellowship School in Bnensburg, sprays a fire hose at the Murray Fire Department
Friday during a school visit to the fire house. Helping her with the hose and nozzle is
MFD firefighter Daniel Spiceland. The students were visiting the fire department as a
part of the school's "Loving Hearts, Lending Hands" Serve-a-Thon.
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II Woodwork ...

Fletcher signs bill to aid Museum
Plaza, Newport project Ernie Fletcher signed
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throughout the state, including the proposed $465 million Museum Plaza along the Louisville riverfront.
Fletcher said in a statement that he believed the bill would
-have a long-term positive impact on the future economic •
development.
" ot Kentucky.
The legislation spreads a tax incentives program to communities across Kentucky by allowing them to take advantage of
tax increment financing, a popular economic-development tool.
Qualified mvestors could recoup money from various taxes to
help offset construction costs. The measure also would create
more oversight by, brining a commission to review such projects.
Museum Plaia, a planned 61-story skyscraper, would be
a
e e to
Louisville's tallest building. and its occupants would include
contemporary art museum and a hotel. Constniction
begin later this year and be completed by 2010.
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TOM BERRYtedger 8 Times
A classically-styled lectern, baptismal font and communion table with ornate cross are just
three of the wood-crafted pieces that will grace the sanctuary of the new First Presbyterian
Church when ills completed this summer,
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Lonstructed in 1931, it has had
three sanctuaries
"When they built the new
sanctuary - which is now the
old sanctuarv - in 1950, they
took the old sanctuary then
and made it fellowship hall.she sand -So the sanctuary
that is there now will be our
fellowship hall and now were
building a new sanctuary'
Pittman pointed out that he
is lucky to be around to enjoy
the work considering it was
lust about four years ago that
a Lancer was found in one of

his lungs.
He believes the Lord was
behind that revelation as a to,
to keep him around liar a while
for a special purpose
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something else so we weren't
looking for it. I think He did
that because He had something
for me to do. I really believe
that. This may he ii I don't
know. If it is. so hi: it
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FRANKI-OR1.
scrutiny from state inspectors under legislation signed into law
friday hy Gov Ernie Fletcher
Hie law, intended to make coal miners safer in their undergiound workplaces. stalled twice in the legislative process, only
to he itn,Red Ate' coalfield widows came to Frankfort to lobby
it ti

us

passage

State Rep Brent Ions., who sponsored the measure, said he
had .•signiticant doubts- about it passing the House and Senate, let alone being signed by the governor.
- 11iis bill is a moral victory tor the working person.- Yonts
said "I think the issue received so much attention from the
public and the press that light was focused on the need for
it
-fhe new law will require inspectors from the Office of
Mine Safety and Licensing to double their visits to underground coal mines from three hi a minimum of six per year
Tyco eat the annual inspections must focus on electncal work
inside -mines.
The law also requires at least one member of every under
ground crew to have a detector to monitor for the explosive
gas methane Miners working alone also would have a deiceIan,
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officer shot and killed a man suspected of trying to rob a fast
food restaurant early Friday morning. Kentucky. State Police
said.
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AP
Rachel Renee Smith, Miss Tennessee USA 2007, is crowned
by Miss USA 2006 Tara Conner after winning the Muss USA
2007 pageant on Friday.

Miss Tennessee crowned Miss USA
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Horne of"Your Choice Auto"

l),ia. is sat'. Reese trying to vlimb a chain link fence at a
nearby motel and ordered him to stop, troopers said. Reese
pointed a gun at Dat is and threatened to kill him. troopers
said. Davis tired two shots, both of- which hit Reese. troopers
said
Reese finished climbing over the fence and ran off into a
wooded rat me, state police said, hut was found a short time
later bleeding Irorn two gunshot wounds. He died while receiving medical attention, troopers said.
All autopsy was scheduled at the medical evaminer's office
itt lawissille on Saturday.
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Ronnie Reese. 36. of Bowling Green. died at 755 a.m.
CDT about 9(1 minutes alter a failed robbery attempt at a
Burger King, state troopers said.
Troopers said Reese went into the restaurant at about 6:30
tFF
and forced tour employees to the hack of the building.
Reese then ran from the
Pt here they fled out a rear door
restaurant while the employees flagged down Matt Davis. a
Bowling Green police officer who was driving nearby. police

Contact: Kathy Hodge 436-2424

t -SP t
Ravhel smith. a journalism
graduate ((OM
crowned Miss,S' on Friday.
edging out 50 other aspiring
beauty queens in a contest to
replace a titleholder whose reign
was nearly marred by a scandal
Smith. 21. 4it I "ItirkS‘
Tenn . graduated from Belmont
'niversity and interned last year
for the production company
behind -The Oprah Winfrey
Show"
Contestants from all 50 stares
and the Distnct of Columbia
were vying to succeed Miss
l'SA Tara Conner, who entered

rehab after accounts surfaced
suggesting she was hooiing at
New York clubs
The episode might have cost
the Kentucky native her crown.
hut Donald Trump, who coowns the pageant with NBC'.
gate her a second chance.
"The telecast didn't shy away:
from the controversy, opening.
with a string of news and interview. clips about Conner's woes
Smith edged out top finalists Meagan Yvonne Tandy of
California: Cara Renee Gorges
of Kansas, Helen Sala% of Nevada. and Danielle Lacourse of
Rhode Island.
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Maxine Mathis
Maxine Mathis, 78, 16th Street, Benton, died at 7 p.m.
Thursday, March 22, 2007, at Marshall County Long Term
Care, Benton.
Visitation is today (Saturday) from 6-9 p.m. at Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The funeral will be Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in
the funeral home chapel with Gene Gilliland and Sonny Rommelman officiating. Burial will be at Strow Cemetery, Benton.
Mathis was a secretary with the Benton Church of Christ,
where she was a member, and worked with the West KY
Prison Ministry. She was also a lifetime member of the West
Kentucky Youth Camp in Marion.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the camp, 301
Youth Camp Rd., Marion, KY 42064.
She was preceded in death by her husband, James Perry
Mathis. She was the daughter of the late Max Hayden and
Ethel Brown Hayden.
Mathis is survived by a daughter, Jimmie Sue Mathis Mathis, Benton; a son, Johnny Max Mathis, Almo; a sister, Shirley
Meredith, Benton; a niece, Tracy Hopkins, Almo; a nephew,
David Meredith. Benton; and several other nieces and nephews.

The funeral for Hubert Lee White will be Monday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Rev. Eugene Burkeen will officiate. Burial will
follow in the McCuiston Cemetery.
Visiation will be at the funeral home from 2
to 4 p.m. Sunday.
mostem1=
,
Mr. White, 80, Myrtle Road, New Concord,
died Thursday. March 22, 2007, at 7:25 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He retired after 38 years as an engineer with the ChicagoNorthwestern Railroad. An Army vetern of World War II, he
attended Good Shepherd United Methodist Church.
One daughrer, Barbar Lee Bebee, preceded him in death.
Born Nov. 16, 1926. in Finney. Va.. he was the son of the
late Shaylor Samuel White and Maggie Iowa Gilbert White.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Marcella Bexfield White;
one son, Shaylor Lee White, Walsorth, Wis.; two stepsons,
David Lee Lobas, Maryland, and Ronald Lobas, Chicago, Ill.;
two stepdaughters. Donna Talley and Linda Dunbar, Maryland,:
one brother. Eugene White. Colorado; 10 grandchildren: two
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Doris (June) Wooton
The funeral for Mrs. Doris (June) Wooton was today (Saturday) at II a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Charlie Simmons officiated. A graveside service will
be at 4 p.m. today at Magnolia Cemetery. Collierville, Tenn.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's Association. Greater Kentucky and Southern Indiana Chapter, 3703
Taylorsville Rd., Ste. 102, Louisville. KY 40220-1330.
Mrs. Wooton, 70. Benton, formerly of Murray. died Wednesday, March 21. 2007, at 2:45 p.m. at Marshall County Long
Term Care, Benton. A retired banker for the Germantown,
Tenn.. Branch of Bank of America, she was a member of First
Baptist Church, Collierville, Tenn.. and of a chapter of the
Order of the Eastern Star.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Donald Givens
Wooton, former head of the Michigan-Wisconsin Pipeline, based
in Murray; one brother. William (Billy) Morgan and wife, Marilee, of Nebo. Ky.: and one son-in-law, Jerry Swen Simmons,
Mayfield. She was the daughter of the late Leonard Earl Morgan and Mary Love Timmons Morgan.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Sonia Wooton Simmons. Mayfield. and Mrs. Jeanne Wooton Makin and husband,
Rick, Byhalia, Miss.; one sister, Mrs. Linda Brown, Port Richey,
Ha.; seven grandchildren. Dylan and Austin Makin, Byhalia,
Jessica Houston and Austin Young. Hickory, Derrick Houston,
Kaity Peyton and Dalton Simmons, all of Mayfield; and one
great-grandchild. Maddox Houston, Mayfield.

The funeral for Bobbie Wayne Bohannon will be today (Saturday) at 4:30 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home.
Benton. Joey Reid and Darrell Smith will officiate. Burial will follow in the Pleasant Grove
., Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 2
p.m. today. Expressions of sympathy may be
••••••••
made to Pleasant Grove Relay for Life, 30 Wadesboro Rd. South, Benton, KY 42025.
Mr. Bohannon. 74; Tom Lane Road, Benton, died Wednesday. March 21. 2007. at 8 p.m. at Marshall County Long Term
Care, Benton.
A retired chemical operator for Arkema. he was a member
of Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church and a former member of Kentucky Board of Auctioneers. He was an Army veteran. He was the son of the late Carl Bohannon and Ida
Washam Bohannon.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jimmie Carol Griffith
Bohannon; two daughters. Mrs. Cindy Bohannon Hayes and
husband, John, and Ms. Cassie Bohannon:. and one stepgrandchild, Jonathan Hayes, all of Renton
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Documents show Gonzales
approved attorney firings
By The Associated Press
meeting. ScotWASHINGTON (AP) — inos also said
Attorney General Alberto Gon- Gonzales was
zales approved plans to fire not involved in
several U.S. attorneys in an the process of
hourlong meeting last fall, selecting
according
to
documents which prosecuAP released Friday that indicate tors
would be
This photo released by the University of Memphis, Robert he was more involved in the asked
to
Smalley in foreground with light cap, a University of Memphis dismissals than he has claimed. resign
Last week, Gonzales said
On March
geophysicist leads a group of graduate students on a field trip
Gonzales
to Central Arkansas in May 2004. The ditch was dug in hopes he "was not involved in any 13. in explaindiscussions about what was ing the firings.
of uncovering geological evidence of ancient earthquakes.
going on" in the firings of Gonzales told reporters he was
eight prosecutors that has since aware that some of the disled to a political firestorm and missals were being discussed
calls for his ouster.
but was not involved in them.
A Nov. 27 meeting, in which
"I knew my chief of staff'
lure
effecton
the
New
Madrid
From Front
the
attorney
was
general
and
at
involved in the process
-is just a waste of time.- Smalserious damage depending on ley said, because the temper- least five top Justice Depart- of determining who were the
exactly where it struck, are put ature of the earth changes so ment officials participated, weak performers — where were
focused on a five-step plan for the districts around the cowl—
at 25 percent to 40 percent slowly.
carrying out the firings of the try where we could do better
over the next 50 years.
"It's a complete red herThe most recent large quake, ring,- Smalley said. -The tem- prosecutors, Gonzales' aides for the people in that district,
said late Friday.
and that's what I knew," Gonestimated at magnitude 6.5, perature now is the same as it
There, Gonzales signed off zales said last week. "But that
struck in 1895 near Charleston, was in 1811 and 1812 and 500 on the plan, which was draft- is in essence what I knew
Mo.
years before that and 500 years ed by his chief of staff, Kyle about the process; was not
But Seth Stein, the North- before that.Sampson. Sampson resigned involved in seeing any memos,
western professor. believes the
And slight ground motion last week. Another Justice aide was not involved in any disNew Madrid could be "run- may or may not be enough to closely involved in the 'dis- cussions about what was going
ning out of steam" and the build up stresses for a big quake. missals, White House liaison on.
"That's basically what I.
small recent quakes are linger- he said, since "we don't under- Monica Goodling. has also
ing aftershocks of the great stand why they happen here taken a leave of absence, two knew as the attorney general."
Later, he added: "I accept_
officials said.
1811-1812 temblors.
in the first place."
The five-step plan approved responsibility for everything
"If the fault started storing
Smalley is working with
up energy tomorrow, it would Glen Mattioli, a geology pro- by Gonzales involved notify- that happens here within this
ing Republican home-state sen- department. But when you have
take a thousand years to be fessor at the University of
ator of the impending dis- 110,000 people working in the _
ready for a good size earth- Arkansas, on a project to missals. preparing for poten- department. obviously there are
quake," he said in an inter- upgrade field equipment. to tial political upheaval, naming going to be decisions that I'm T
view from his office in Illi- study ground movement in the replacements and submitting not aware of in real time.
nois.
them to the Senate for confir- Many decisions are delegatNew Madrid zone.
Eugene Schweig of the U.S.
ed."
If there is no ground motion mation.
The
docurnents
were
Geological Survey said Stein's to build up energy within the
Six of the eight prosecutors
assumptions rely on incomplete fault. Stein may be on to some- who were ultimately ordered released Friday night, a few
data and are just another piece thing. Mattioli said, but the to resign are named in the hours after Sampson agreed to
testify at a Senate-inquiry neat
plan.
of an ongoing debate over the data is incomplete.
The department released week into the firings of eight
cause of New Madrid quakes.
Ground motion sensors.
"The earthquakes are hap- linked to global positioning more than 280 documents Fri- U.S. attorneys last year.
Asked to explain the difpening regardless of what the satellites, are stationed through- day night, including e-mails.
calendar pages and memos to ference between Gonzales'
explanation is," Schweig said. out the New Madrid zone, but try to satisfy
Congress'demands comments and his schedule.
"We know they occur with more up-to-date equipment is for details on how the firings Justice
spokesman
Brian
some regularity and that we're needed. Mattioli said, and he were handled — and whether Roehrkasse said the attorney
going to have them again. That's is looking for financing to sup- they were politically motivat- general had relied on Sampwhat we should be focusing on." ply it.
ed. There are no other meet- son to draw up the plans on
Unlike much better under"I'm not convinced we have ings on the calendar pages the firings.
"The attorney general has
stood faults like the San Andreas the full story yet. but I would released between that Nov. 27
in California, the New Madrid have to say at this stage the and Dec. 7, when the attor- made clear that he charged Mr.
is not at the juncture of shift- evidence is pointing toward ney's were fired, to indicate Sampson with directing a plan
ing tectonic plates, so why it less(ground) deformation rather Gonzales participated in other to replace U.S. attorneys where
produces earthquakes is still a than more, so that would tend discussions on the matter. Jus- for one reason or another the
tice spokeswoman Tasia Scol- department believed that we.
mystery.
to favor Stein's argument that inns said.
could do better,- Roehrkasse_
Stein's latest study. on which the seismic hazard is lower
Scolinos said it was not said. "He was not, however.:
he presented a paper in Decem- rather than higher." Mattioli immediately clear whether Gon- involved at the levels of select- ber at the annual meeting of said.
zales gave his final approval ing the particular U.S. attor-the American Geophysical
to begin the firings at that neys who would be replaced.Union, focuses on heat flows
deep within the New Madrid
Fault.
Hotter rocks are weaker than
colder ones, and some scientists have theorized that that
could help explain why the
New Madrid is so active. But
Stein and his associates found
nothing unusual about heat
flows within the fault.
Add that to his conclusions
from an earlier study finding
an absence of significant ground
We are proud to announce
motion along the New Madrid.
a new program to protect
which could build up enerp
our valued families in
within the fault, and a picture
the Murray area. The
begins to emerge, he said.
purpose of this program is to
"Faults have these kinds of
provide families in the
pulses of activity and they're
Murray area that do not own
active for a while. They turn
cemetery property with a
on and they turn off," Stein
MO FREE BURIAL SPACE
said. "If we put all this stuff
IN ONE OF OUR FINEST
together. it looks like we're
GARDENS.
seeing the end of the recent
pulse of activity."
If you don't make your cemetery arrangements
Robert Smalley. a Memphis
geophysicist. isn't impressed
with that theory.
Arguing about "a tempera
Surely you do not want to leave this responsibility to your loved ones. Now is

•New Madrid ...

Bobbie Wayne Bohannon
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Murray Police Department
• Theft of services was reported at 8:43 a.m. Thursday on North
12th Street.
• A stolen bike was reported at 1203 Olive St. at 6:05 p.m.
Officers were on the lookout for the bike.
• An accident with injuries was reported at 18th and Olive streets
at 7:31 p.m. EMS and Murray Fire Department also responded.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 10:11 a.m. Tuesday at Live
Oaks 04.
• A scam was reported at 10:50 a.m. Tuesday when a female
tried to cash a fraudulent check at Cash Express.
• A scam was reported at Amerthost Inn at 1145 a.m. Tuesday.
• Someone came into the station at 5:02 p.m. Tuesday to report
a burglary.
— Information is Obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Mrs. Josephine E. Hancock, 90, of Atlanta, Ga., formerly
of Murray, died Frid*, March 23, 2007, at 8:01 a.m. at Hospice of Atlanta. Arrangements are incomolete at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Born Aug. 3, 1916 in Cokeburg, Pa., Mrs. Hancock was a
retired banker in New York City before retiring to Murray and
was employed at Wal-Mart in Murray before full-time retirement. She was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church and a
former member of Suburban Homemakers Club.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Roy Hancock,
whom she married June 8, 1952. He died Dec. 26, 1983.
She is survived by a son, Stephen Hancock, Atlanta; and a
niece, Jacqueline Lewis, Weatogne, Conn.

Hubert Lee White
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points to 61 percent.
The poll ot 2.(11)7 adults
was taken from Dec. 16
through Jan 9 and has a
margin of sampling error of
plus or minus 2 5 percentage points
These shifts come at a
time that the Republican
Party has seen its populanty
slip
with 41 percent now
basing a favorable view,
sompared with 56 percent at
the start of 2(X)I. More

percent

percent
----The number who say
they have "old-fashioned
values about family and
marriage- has dipped from
114 percent to 76 percent
- The number of people
who feel intensely religious
both those
has dropped
who say prayer is an
important part of their daily
life idown 7 points to 45
percent) and those who say
they never doubt the existence of God (down I 1
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Doodlebops Live! set IllBusiness
for RSEC performance Rickman joins Kopperud
Barbara Rickman has recently joined the
real estate team of Kopperud Realty providing
services in residential, farm, commercial and
lake properties.
Rickman is a graduate of Calloway County
High School and is a lifelong Calloway County resident. She and husband, James. have
four children and four grandchildren. They
are members of Scotts Grove Baptist Church
where both teach Sunday School and are active
in the music program.
The Rickmans reside at 75 Austin Coun in

Did you know... The Doodlebops Live! will be performing Mar. 31
at the RSEC
for only two
shows
at
1:30
and

fl

favorite with
young children
and
their parents,
this hip-hopChamber ping musical
group incorChat
porates crib By Lisa
cal thinking
Satterwhite
Murray/Calloway skills,
pro
County
social behav Chamber of
tor.
music
Commerce
appreciation.
move:pent
and more in their educational
shows. Tickets are available by
stopping by the ticket office
of RSEC or by calling ticketmaster at 1-877-894-4474 or
by
visiting
www.ticketinastercom.
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Make A Difference Day.
Stewart Stadium,'1Oday. 9 a.m.
- 1 p.m.
MCC Parks sponsors TouchA-Truck. Central Park. Today.
noon _ 4 p
Variety! Music. Memories
& More. Badgett Playhouse.
Grand Rivers, tonight. 8 p.m..
call 1-888-362-4223 for tickets or visit www.grandriversvariety.com for complete show
schedule.
Pella Employees Relay for
Life Rebate Night. Mr. Gatti's.
Mar. 27. 5 p.m.
Tracy Lawrence in Concert.
Lovett Auditorium. Mar. 28. 7
p.m.. tickets $10 - $15. call
1-877-894-4474
or
visit
www.ticketmastercom. Presented by American Cancer Society Relay for Life. McKinney
Insurance Services and Froggy 103.7 FM.
Vv/KMS 91.3 FM presents
Meridian with on-air conversations with MSU President
Dr. Randy Dunn. Mar. 29,
noon. E-mail questions for Dr.
Dunn
to
wkrns@murraystale.edu.
Cirque Dreams Jungle Fantasy. Carson Four Rivers Art
Center. Mar. 29 - 30, 7:30
Calloway County Red Cross
Lifeguard Training. Session II.
Mar. 29 - Apr. 3. call 7531421 for more info.
Calloway County Middle
School PTSA Family Fun Night.
C('MS. Mar. 30. 6 - 9 p.m.
Search for Life in the Universe, Golden Pond Planetarium. LBL. through Mar. 31.
visit www.lbforg for more into.
Humane Society Cats-Only
Vv'eaks
Microchipping
('enter. Mar. U. I() a.m. - I
$10 per cat.
Doodlebops Live!. RSEC.
Mar. 31. 1:30 and 4:30 p.m..
call 1-877-894-4474 for tickets.
AQUA Horse Show. Cherry Ag Expo Center. Mar. .31.

Murray's Hale
advances as
independent
distributor
Delores Hale, Murray, has
advanced to coordinator as an
independent distributor for MarLISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo
ket America, an innovative
The Murray-Calloway Transit Authority and Calloway County
product brokerage and Internet
Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention teamed with the marketing
company.
Chamber of Commerce to have Dr. Howard Taylor speak at a
Hale's achievement to this
recent Business@Breakfast. Dr. Taylor is a nationally known
new level signifies a true dedboard certified toxicologist and spoke to Chamber members ication
to implementing a busiabout drug abuse in the work place, how to identify, test and ness system that is offered
combat it. He is pictured here before his free training with through Market America. The
Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum.
company's business model is
9 a.m. and Apr. I. 8 a.m., free
Big Brothers/Big Sisters based on providing high-qualadmission.
Bowl for Kids Sake, Apr. II, ity, market-driven products that
are distributed directly to each
'Dancing for A Cure', spon- call 809-2907 for more info.
customer
via one to one marsored by Kirksey UMC Relay
Calloway County Red Cross
for Life Team. Woodmen of Basic Aid Training , Center keting.
"One of my biggest goals
the World Building, 330 C.C. for Health & Wellness, for stuLowry Dr.. Mar. 31, 7 - 10 dents ages 8 - 10. Apr. 12, 8 is to continuously strive to
p.m.
a.m. - 2 p.m., call Red Cross improve my business and leadership skills," said Hale. "The
LBL Advisory Board Meet- at 753-1421 for more info.
ing. Brandon Spring Group
Dr. Faustus by Christopher hard work of owning my own
Center, Dover. TN, Apr. 5, 8:30 Marlowe, Robert E. Johnson business is beginning to pay
- 3:15 p.m., open to the Theatre. Apr. 12 - 14. 7:30 off and Market America is helping make it a rewarding and
public.
p.m. and Apr. IS, 2:30 p.m.
experience."
fulfilling
Briggs & Stratton Relay for
Red Cross First Aid and
Hale became eligible for the
Life Team. Motorcycle Dice CPR. Calloway County Public
Run, Briggs Parking Lot, Apr. Library, Apr. 14, 9 a.m. - 4 coordinator level after devel7, register - 9 a.m.; ride begins p.m., $50 includes books and oping two sales and distribution organizations, in addition
- 10 a.m.
materials.
selling an established amount
to
Froggy 103.7 FM Easier
Kentucky Junior Rodeo,
Egg Hunt. MCC Central Park. Cherry Ag Expo Center, Apr. of product which produced a
first commission check.
Apr. 7. 9:30 a.m.
14, 6 p.m. and Apr. IS. I p.m.
Previously qualified as a disKnights of Columbus Bingo,
Murray Main Street 'Easter on the Square' egg hunt. K of C Hall. 332 Squire Rd., tributor, Hale has been an independent distributor for Market
Court Square Lawn. Apr. 7.9:30 every Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.
America since December 14,
a.m., ages 0 - 8, sponsored by
and remains committed
2002,
94.7 Classic Rock, The Dou- Welcome New Chamber
to reaching higher levels withble Q.
Members:
in the system.
Junior Explorer Day - Pond
Holley Office Products, Eliz"One of the most attractive
Prowl. Nature Station, LBL. abeth Foster. office supplies,
Apr. 7, 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 furniture, cell phones, 1804 US things about Market America
p.m.: Discovery Hike, 2 p.m. Hwy.68 N.. Benton, KY,42025, is the ability to enhance my
financial situation, which has
Gospel Fest, Support Relay 270-527-5536.
improved my quality of life,"
for Life with Voices of CeleCustom Xpressions, Tim
bration. National Guard Armory. Gallimore. audio equipment, added Hale.
By attaining the new coorHwy. 121 North. Apr. 7. 3 wheels/tires, truck accessories.
dinator position. Hale will be
p.m.. $5 donation.
510 South 4th St., Murray
recognized in the company's
Sunday
Easter
Spring KY 42071, 270-761-2886.
monthly PowerLine magazine
Hayrides. Nature Station. LBL, Upcoming Ribbon
further listings in the comand
Apr. 8. I. 2. 3 and 4 p.m.
Cuttings/Grand
profiles of success annupany's
'Jesus. No Other King', a Openings:
al catalog.
dramatic concert for Easter,
Aluma Kraft Sales. 90 ChestMarket America's unique
presented by the music min- nut St.. Mar. 28, 11:30 a.m.,
istry of Westside Baptist (ribbon cutting); 11 a.m. - 1 business model combines the
power of the Internet and oneChurch. 207 Robertson Rd. p.m., (grand opening).
to-one marketing to sell innoSouth. Apr. 6. 7 p.m. and Apr.
Custom Xpressions, 510
vative products and services
8. 10:30 a.m.
South 4th St., Apr. 5, 10:30
independent distributors
through
Murray Independent and Cal- a.m. (ribbon cutting).
around the world. Founded in
loway County. Schools Spring
1992, the company has realBreak. Apr. 9 - 13.
For more information on ized more than $2.1 billion in
Calloway County Red Cross becoming a member of the
suggested retail sales. The comoffers Babysitter's Training. Murray-Calloway
County pany now has more than
Center for Health & Wellness. Chamber of Commerce or host125,000 independent distribuApr. 9 - 10, 8 a.m. - noon. ing a Chamber event contact
tors worldwide. In 2005. the
recommended for ages 11 - Tab Brockman or Lisa Sattercompany opened operations in
15, call 753-1421 for more white at 753-5171.
Taiwan and plans further cyan
into.
sion to the Pacific Rim.

It's finally your turn to save
money on Insurance

Kopperud Realty's

WITH STATE AUTO'S

V/ome oi de Wed

PRIME OF LIFE PLAN

Your best Insurance
is a good agent.

Brandon Place Subdissitin
which they developed in the
mid 1990's.
Barbara brings expenence as
a designer, real estate developer and home builder plus 2 !/2
years previous experience as
licensed real estate agent to her
new position at Kopperud Realty. She can be reached at Kopperud Realty at 753-1222 or
227-2626

Rolling Hills here
among 8 to achieve
nurseryman status
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Eight nursery and landscape experts
from throughout Kentucky achieNed Kentucky Certified Nurseryman status earlier this year.
The new Kentucky Certified Nurserymen are Joshua M.
Blank of John Deere Landscapes in Louisville; Scott David
Conley, Bowling Green Landscape Contractors: Chance Hoover.
King Gardens, Nicholasville: Mark Metcalfe, Metcalfe Landscaping & Garden Center. Madisonville; Tina Phillips and John
Watkins. Rolling Hills Nursery. Murray: Michael Samples,
Mink's Lawn and Landscape. London; and Stephanie Tittle.
Louisville.
The candidates successfully completed the KCN examination
and met other requirements of the Kentucky Nursery and Landscape Association to earn Kentucky Certified Nurseryman certification. KCN status means that individual is knowledgeable
in plant identification, proper plant usage. keeping plants healthy
and pest free, soils, turf grass, management, proper planting
and maintenance of nursery stock, landscape design and other
subjects.
Anyone may obtain the KCN training manual and take the
examination. To be granted Kentucky Certified Nurseryman status, an individual must have worked six months full-tune or
500 hours part-time in a nursery, garden center or other landscape industry firm.
The examination is given at the KNLA's annual meeting
every January. The KNLA's Web site lists 267 people as Kentucky Certified Nurserymen.
For more information on Kentucky Certified Nursery man
certification, go to the KNE,N, Web site. ww w.knla.org

Kidsignment, which services approximately about 1.5(1)
families each season. is opening in a new location at the
National Guard Armory in Murray, April 10-13. Hours will
be 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Kidsignment in Murray leatures a baby bed wholesaler.
new book wholesaler. bow

wholesaler, and a "Mommy
Mall" with vendors selling jewelry, luggage, new clothing and
more.
The venture donates 10.(X10
items at the end of each sale
to charity.
For more information, call
Julie Myers at 12701 247-8929.

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

LEDGER& TiN1ES

insurance designed to fit your business

if you're 50 or older you may quality for substantial premium JPsmog gamy
savings and enhanced auto and homeowners nsurance
uroteetion as a r.ember of the PRIME OF UFET" Plan.
Contact our agency today to learn more
about this exciting program

The Insurance Center
of Murray

We re friends you can depend on in your Prime of Life

901 Sycamore Street. Murray
2209 Quail Creek
SPACIOUS AND IMMACULATE best describes this Cape Cod
in a quaint dead-end Murray street. Large master suite with
alk-in closet, double vanity and whirlpool. Oversized bedrooms upstairs with open bonus room. Hardwood floors
throughout kitchen and dining area. $234,500 MIS 497619

Ky. 40601
372-7181
118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451 • Weruide • Court Square
"Friends you ran depend on

Ky 40601

Rickman

270-753-8355
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TOPS #Ky 616 of Murray

SeniorActivities

will hold awards ceremony

By TERI COBB
Activities director
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TOPS //Ky. 616 of Murray will hold its
annual awards ceremony on Tuesday at First
Baptist Church of Murray. Weigh in will
be the same time from 8:15 to 9 a.m.
The ceremony will be from 9 to 10 a.m.
A potluck meal will follow the ceremony
at the fellowship hall. across the street_
The theme this year is "TOPS - Kingdom of Pounds Lost." The chapter is going
medieval this year so dress the part if
you wish.
For more information call Joyce at 7539080 or 227-4625.
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FAMILY READING NIGHT: Murray Middle School fourth
grade students recently enjoyed Family Reading Night,
Students took AR tests and talked to their parents about the
AR Reading Program at the Middle School. Pictured is Shelby
Louis telling her father, Randy, the summary of a book she
luSt read '
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AARP Chapter to meet Tuesday
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Support Group will meet
Death ot a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
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L.B.E. (lost hut loved) Animal Rescue
will be at Kreiger in Murray today from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m,
tor their fundraiser and adoption day. There will be all kinds
of dogs and puppies present that need homes. LBL Animal
Rescue is a 41)1c3 non-profit organization.
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Great Books group will meet

hi, ken. ( .,!

Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday at
p m at the Calloway County Public Library., Gary Thomell
will he the leader tOr the discussion of the selection, "Physics
and World Philosophy'. by Max Tlanck. All persons who have
read the selection are invited to attend and take part in the
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse checks and diabetes screen ings Monday from S:30 to I 1.30 a.m. and 1230 to 3 p.m. at
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CHAUTAUQUA HELD: Sixth grade students under the direction of Jay Townsend. performed a Chautauqua in the Media
Center at Murray Middle School Chautauqua was a highly
popular education movement Students dressed up as a vanety of speakers such as Sojourner Truth Oprah Abe Lincoln
and Martin Luther King Jr for the in school Chautauqua
Pictured Is Malik Vandal as Martin Luther King Jr
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Idol Talent Show Monday
Calloway County High School Beta Club will sponsor the
Idol Talent show on Monday at 1:30 p.m. in the
gym to support the Amencan Red Cross Heroes Campaign.
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Lodge 827 will meet Monday
Woodmen of World Lodge 827 will meet Monday at 6 p.m.
at the Big Apple Cafe

Creative Arts plans field trip
Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
take a field trip to the Paducah Quilt Museum and Lowertown on Monday
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Dates announced for Soapbox racers
The Murray Rotary Club's Annual Soapbox
Derby will be held June 1-2. The club has
announced the following timeline of dates and
early information for youngsters and their families interested in participating:
Registration: Forms available beginning April
2 at BB&T Bank locations, the Calloway County Public Library and the Chamber of Commerce. The early registration fee (April 2-May
191 is $25. Late registration is from May 20May 29 with a fee of $40.
Information & Mandatory New Driver Orientation: An information session and new driver orientation for all interested persons will be
held from 6-8 p.m. on April 24 in the Historic Post Office Building (4th & Maple). Help
will be available for filling out forms, car
building, locating a sponsor and/or getting a
car to race.
Construction Clinics- May 5, May 12 and
May 19. The clinics will be held in the ware-
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house at the corner of Poplar and Cherry streets
in downtown Murray. This is where the cars
are built and modified and where each driver
files his/her birth certificate and registration materials.
Trial Run and Final Inspection- June 1.
Each driver will get the opportunity to make
a trial rim on the course between 3-6 p.m.
The final inspection and weigh-in occurs at
this time. The location is 5th & Main Street
by the BB&T Bank Building.
Race Day-June 2. Drivers arrive at the track
by 8 a.m. and should be prepared to stay until
4:30 p.m. There is a driver's meeting at 8:30
a.m. prior to the first race.
Rain Date- June 3. Tn-the event of inclement
weather, the races will be postponed until this
date with all times being the same as the previously scheduled date.
For further information: Call (270) 7599474.

Photo provided
Pictured are members of the CCHS Model United Nations Group at Louisville event.

KUNA group from CCHS attends session
Members of the Calloway
County High School Model
United Nations Group(KUNAI
represented Kingdom of Nederland and Democratic People's Republic of Korea in the
event held at Louisville March
18-20.
Seth Fonenberry won the

ambassador's award, an all state
speaker's award.
Sponsors for the group are
Marshall Ward, Kelly Lyles
and Garrett Frank.
Other students attending
were Jacob Wade, Joseph Kelly,
Abbe Kelly, Jaimie Murdock.
Patrick Wyatt, Daniel Hopkins.

Richard Barrett, Alizabeth Butler, Amy Winkler, Paige Rogers,
Grace Porter, Kallie Linzy, Carrie Boggess, Ashley Winkler,
Genny Postlethwaite, Tatum
Dale, Jessica Lents, Silje
Nulxirg, Patty White, Leah Hall,
Emily Alton, Valerie Crowder
and Mitch Morton.
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Youth gain communications skills and confidence as
they share an act in the 4-H
Variety Show. There are
two ways youth can participate: Club
acts and
specialty
acts. On
April 20 at
6:30 p.m.
in the
Mason
Hall at
Murray
State UniExtension versity, the
Calloway
Notes
County 4By
Ginny Harper H Variety
Show will
Calloway
County Agent beam with
for 4-H/Youth talent and
team buildDevelopment
ing as 4-H
youth perform in the annual
show.
A club act must have
at least 75 percent of the 4H club in the act and be
not longer than 8 minutes in
length. A specialty act may
have youth from one or
more clubs with no more
than four participants and no
more than 4 minutes in
length.
-The 4-H Variety Show is
a great chance to act and
spend time with other 4-Her
friends. I like practicing and
getting to know my club
members better as we prepare.- beams Kristina Fricker of the Dusty Spurs 4-H
Horse Club.
The Dusty Spurs 4-H
Club was the County and
Area variety show club act
champion in 2006. Fncker.
8th grader at Calloway
County Middle School. was
also the specialty reserve champion in 2006 with her
violin solo. Alex Bloodworth
was the champion Specialty
Act with her Tap Dancing
rendition of "I've Been
Everywhere.The deadline to sign up

-

to be in the show IS April
16 at 4:30 p.m. Youth may
call the Extension Office to
sign for this exciting performance. This event is free
to the public and the community is encouraged to
come out and support these
youth with your presence
and encouragement.
The Variety Show and
Fashion Revue will be one
event so you will also get
to see many talented youth
show-off their sewing skills
and modeling abilities. Clothing for the Fashion Revue is
due also on April 16 at 4:30
p.m. to be judged for construction.
Upcoming Calloway
County 441 Events:
— 4-H Horse Judging,
Hippology and Horse Bowl
Team will meet on Wednesdays from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at
Expo Center classroom and
Saturdays from 9:30 to 11:30
a.m. to practice at the
Equine Center at MSU.
— Sewing project sessions
will be March 31. Call the
Extension Office to sign up.
— 4-H Livestock Judging
Team will meet March 26
from 6 to 7:15 p.m. at

Extension Office.
The Calloway County
Cooperative Extension Service is open Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. The phone number is
753-1452 and the fax is
759-4243. The Calloway
C'ounty 4-H Council receives
funding from the MurrayCalloway County United
Way.
Educational programs of
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race,
color, age, sex, religion, disability. or national origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky State University, U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
and Kentucky counties, cooperating. Disabilities accommodated with prior notification.
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Photo provIdec
Rotarians and volunteers lineup cars to be loaded on trailers and moved to the new iocation.
Pictured are from left Greg DeLancey and Darren Jones, Murray Rotary Club members, loading one of the 47 cars transported to the new location.

Soapbox Derby plans 'moving'ahead
Last Saturday was moving day. as Rotarians and volunteers helped move cars and equipment from the old Scouting Museum on the
Murray State University campus to a new warehouse location in the downtown area. The
move was necessitated by the scheduled demolishment of the campus building and fit well
with the plan to hold this year's Soapbox
Derby downtown.

This notice paid tor with public donations

FREE to the public!
Weight Loss & Stop Smoking Hypnotherapy
Health Awareness ClinAn appointment is not necThursday April 5
ics is providing therapiststoad- essary. Sign in and irnrrrdiately
7:30pm
minister weight loss, stop
smoking, and stress relief
group hypnotic therapy.
For many people, this
therapy reduces 2to 3clothing
sizes and/or stops smoking.
Funding for this project
comes from public donations.
Anyone who wants treatment
will receive professional hypnotherapy free from charge.

receive treatmet
Health Awareness ClinHistoric Post Office
ics is a non-profit organiza201 S. Main St.
tion. They rely on donations
MURRAY
to make treatment available to
those in need. A modest
Convention Center
$5.00 donation when signing
303 Cony. Center Dr.
in is appreciated.
HOPKINSVILLE
Only one 2 hour session is
needed for desirable results.
HealthAwarenessainics.org
Sign in 30 min. early
877)209-5404
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Supporters of Angels Attk Thrift Shop
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We are glad to announce that access from Arcadia Drive to the
donation door at Angels Attic has now been reopened.
Donations are accepted Monday - Saturday, 9a.m. - 5p.m.

a

I.

I

Donations will also continue to be received by way of the alley
directly off North 8th Street behind Randy Thornton Heating and
Air Conditioning Co.(not through Pagliai's parking area).
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Enjoy two ell-you-can-eat plzza aI
waged'lunch buffets Including drinfd
Hon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Lunch
Good et Ilderree, reduceda Drerioundas
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With BB&T Bank as a major sponsor of
the Rotary Club of Murray.' 2(817 event. the
Soapbox Derby will be held on June 1-2.
Young persons interested in competing as well
as former car sponsors and interested car sponsors are urged to get in touch with Deana
Wright, chairperson.
She can be reached at
759-9474, which is the Murray Main Street
Office.

We will be accepting donations during Make A Difference Day
on March 24, from 9 to 1 o'clock.
Look for the yellow Angels Attic truck!
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Angels Attic currently funds 90% of the operating
cost of ANGELS CLINIC for uninsured workers of
our community. Our success depends completely upon your support — both through your donations and your shopping
We thank you for your past patronage and
earnestly solicit your continued support.
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Janet Hodge Ilefti of Cadiz, poses with Stephanie Hagen and her 9 year old dog, April, who
was the 1000th animal microchipped by Humane Society of Calloway County volunteers April
shares her home with 4 other dogs and 4 cats, all rescued from area shelters with one of the
dogs being a Katrina rescue
I
IIILITI(CCI• dllti
liii Rottinghaus reported that
all
animal
%kali
lin:
pi' lint. l? ,
1 r On:
priigrarn has already been ifin:lochip lag on IN Coll,if
.111111hil
H'' it'. she said
responsible tor the return home they Lan simply call a roll oserNAticluilut: tnattirth ot
ot one dog that got separated tree nurnhet and lind out %%hit
OR. ammals 'fiat
thi‘e Itom its owner
the ov,!lei is, he said
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./Callov‘ay CounHqt
tiCil
that we don't know about ty Animal Shelter has a
I'restrient
ho...itise it a good ',alum oar] [moot:hip St.,Inller and ,t:affs

every animal that enters the
shelter. The scanner will detect
any microchip used in the United States no matter who the
manufacturer is.
"A natural disaster such as
hurricane Katrina, is a perfect
example of why it's so important to have companion animals permanently identified,"
said Rottinghaus.
The life expectancy of the
microchip is 25 years.
Hagen added that the
Humane Society would like to
microchip every companion animal in Calloway County so
that in the event that an animal does get separated from
its owner, the chance of a
happy reunion is almost assured.
She went on to say that the
Calloway County Humane Society has been invited to Marshall County and McCracken
County to offer microchip clinics tor interested pet owners.
"The word is getting around
that microchipping works and
that we offer it at very affordable prices:. she said.
Director
Hodge
Kathy
reported that the Society's Animal Advocates E-mail List has
celebrated its ninth dog returned
to its owner because sit this
tree service. When an animal
gets lost. the Society e-mails
its photograph and description
out to over 700 people on our
Animal Advocates E-mail list,
she said. Since starting the
program, there have been nine
happy reunions because ot the
She added that it's important to keep an ID tag on your
pels collar and to microchip
your pet as well In case the
tag falls off or is removed by.
someone.

To be placed on the e-mail
list, simply call the Society at
759-1884, Mon -Thur. 10:00
a.m. - 3:00 p.m., or e-mail us
atHumaneSociety4murray ky.net, and ask to be placed
on the Animal Advocates E-mail
list for free.
A cat and kitten only
microchip clinic will be held'
at the Humane Society's office
in the Weak, Community Center, 607 Poplar Street, Suite
A-1, on March 31 from 10
1 p.m.. It is asked
a.m.
that cats be brought to the
clinic in a carrier to relieve
stress on the animal,
The Society will hold another clinic in conjunction with
the Murray State University PreVet Club's Animal Health and
Technology Day on Saturday,
April 14 at Carmen Pavilion,
located across front the Calloway County High School on
College Farm Road. The clinic is scheduled from g a.m.
4 p.m
This chnie will he open to
both dogs and cats. With the
large number of dogs attending this e‘ent. cat owners are
strongly urged to transport their
cat in a set'llre earner.
The Humane Society is here
to help animals and their owners in any way that we can.
said Rottinghaus "Our motto
is 'Every time we help an animal, we're also helping a person.' We have accomplished
so very much because or our
dedicated and compassionate
volunteers and because ot the
generosity of animal lot Cr-. who
contribute either financially or
make in-kind donations to the
Society.The Humane Society is a
United Way agency.
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Attending the SCDC are from left Cindy Adams, Marketing Instructor/DECA Advisor, Darcie
Smotherman, Leanna Linn, Jenny Dillon, Lauren Oswalt. Bianca Mora and Zach Martin.

Openings For New Clients
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!
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ART CONTEST: The Humane Society of Call..ay i_,kA,r1;,,, recently sponsored an art contest
for students to show the importance of spaying and neutenng pets. Three students from Sherri
Bazzelts fourth grade class placed in the contest and their art work is on display in the pet
aisle at Wal-Mart Pictured above are Caroline Collins. Chelsey Church and Sarah Thompson.
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NOW OPEN!
Serving Catfish Fillets. Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham 8, Short Orders
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Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
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Owner: Sue Williams • Judy & Louie Williams, Managers
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
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RULING STAR LODGE DONATION: Lawrence Webb, left,
senior warden, and Jody Ward, right, junior warden of Ruling
Star Lodge No. 51 F&AMPHA present Andrea Bledso of the
Murray High School Black History Club with a donation during
Black History Month.

Original 'Potter' cast
to return for final films
LOS ANGELES (AP) - her has meant to me. I'm excitActors Daniel Radcliffe, Rupen ed and honored to be finishGrint and Emma Watson will ing what 1 started and playing
return as teen wizards Harry her in all seven of the films."
Potter, Ron Weasley and
Grint, 18, added: "I've been
Hermione Granger in the final so proud to play(Ron)and loved
"Harry Potter" films, Warner every second of being part of
Bros. Pictures announced Fri- this world."
day.
The fifth film in the series.
The young stars will reprise "Harry Potter and the Order
their roles in "Harry Potter and of the Phoenix," is slated for
the Half-Blood Prince" and release in the U.S. on July 13.
"Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows" — the last two films
in the franchise based on J.K.
Rowling's best-selling novels,
said Jeff Robinov, the studio's
president of production.
"It would be inconceivable
to imagine anyone else in the
roles with which they have
become so identified," Robinov said.
Radcliffe, who recently made
news for his role in the London production of "Equus," said
playing Potter has been "an
immense privilege."
"I feel a huge sense of loyalty to the character of Harry
and the fans who have supported these films over the
years," the 17-year-old said in
a statement.
Watson. 16, said her character was her hero.
"I could never let Hennione
go," she said. "I love her too
much and love what playing

Rare copy of
Declaration
bought for $2.48,
sold for $477,650
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
— A rare 1823 copy of the
Declaration of Independence
sold at auction for $477,650
by a man who found it last
year in a Nashville thrift store
for $2.48.
Michael Sparks. a music
equipment technician, sold the
document Thursday at Raynors'
Historical Collectible Auction
in Burlington, N.C.
Six bidders contended for
the document, most by phone
or Internet, when bidding
opened at $125,000. The iden
tity of the winner was not di'
closed.
Sparks found his bargain
last March while browsing at
Music City Thrift Shop. When
he asked the price on a yel
lowed, shellacked, rolled-up
document, the clerk marked it
at $2.48 plus tax.
The document turned out to
be an "official copy" of the
Declaration of Independence —
one of 200 commissioned by
John Quincy Adams in 1820
when he was secretary of state
and printed by William Stone
in 1823.
Sparks said he had a few
plans for the money: a used
car, adding a sun room to his
house, helping to support his
parents and giving some to char
ity.
"You think it is a huge
tune, but by the time you fig
ure it up and put some off for
the taxes it is not. It is not a
huge fortune, but more like a
small fortune." he said.

ALBANY, N.Y.(AP) — Rat
poison was found in the pet
food suspected of causing kidney failure that killed at least
16 cats and dogs, but scientists still don't know how it
got there, state officials said
Friday.
The toxin was identified as
aminopterin, which is used to
kill rats in some countries, state
Agriculture
Commissioner
Patrick Hooker said.
Aminopterin is not registered for killing rodents in the
United States, according to the
Environmental
Protection
Agency, though it is used as
a cancer drug. State officials
wouldn't speculate on how the
toxin got into Menu Foods'
now-recalled pet food but said
no criminal investigations had
been launched.
Scientists at the New York
State Animal Health Diagnostic Center at Cornell and at
the New York State Food Laboratory tested three cat food
samples provided by Menu
Foods and found Aminopterin
in two of them. Hooker said
they would test individual components of the pet food, as
well.
The early test results were
released to give veterinarians
a better idea of how to treat
sick animals.
"Any amount of this product is too much in food." Hooker said.
Arninopterin, also used as

a cancer drug, is highly toxic
in high doses. It inhibits the
growth of malignant cells and
suppresses the immune system.
In dogs and cats, it can
cause kidney failure, according to Donald Smith, dean of
Cornell University's College of
Veterinary Medicine.
The Food and Drug Administration has said the investigation into the pet deaths was
focusing on wheat gluten in
the pet food. Wheat gluten
itself would not cause kidney
failure, but the common ingredient could have been contaminated, the FDA said.
Bob Rosenberg, senior vice
president of government affairs
for the National Pest Management Association, said he had
never heard of the substance
before Friday.
"It would make no sense to
spray a crop itself with rodenticide," Rosenberg said, though
he said grain shippers typically put bait stations around the
perimeter of their storage facilities.
The pet deaths led to a
recall of 60 million cans and
pouches of pet food produced
by Menu Foods and sold
throughout North America
under 95 brand names.
There have been several
reports of kidney failure in
pets that ate the recalled brands.
and the company has confirmed
the deaths of 15 cats and one
dog.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Nurturing in the classic
context is not your style. You
learn more effective ways of
expressing your feelings, for better or worse. Examine your
options before closing a door or
running in the opposite direction.
Tonight: Head home. Isn't there
a movie you want to see?
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You will have a tendency
to say what you think and not
really worry about others' reactions. Consider your options
carefully. You might be surprised
by another's intentions. A friend
helps you hit a home run
Tonight: Hang out
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Expenses could be building, and you might be far more
frantic than in the past. Your ability to read between the lines
emerges, allowing new vistas
and a different perspective. Stop
and think before you react
Tonight: Pay bills first.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your smile is a surebet winner. You'll come out
ahead. You are on top of your
game. You have certain issues
that you need to work through
financially or regarding a partner.
Tonight: The world could be your
oyster if you so choose.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Slow down and take your
time You might feel awkward
and out of sorts. Frustration
could accompany these feelings.

'Amur

Photo provided
CALLOWAY TEAM TAKES FOURTH: The Calloway County Future Problem Solving Team
finished fourth in the state and are pictured receiving their trophy. Members are Allison Miller,
Courtney Elder. Crystal Eldridge and Danielle Pritchett.

ORNERSTONE
of Care
Aa MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL, we're committed to building
better health care. But our commitment is not limited to our new hospital expansion

it

is found every day in our people. We would like to introduce Peggy Futrea MURRAYCALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL'S next CORNERSTONE OF CARE
recipient. She is a Licensed Practical Nurse and enjoys Bluegrass Festivals and fishing.
Peggy has been providing the extra personal care our patients deserve for the past 19 years.

"1 lea, in,r1red to take care ofpeople when en motiPrr ua., diagnosed with cancer anti saw the
grt,it , are tOil attention J-Pe received The reiation,iv, I 7'r drveloped with patients, co-workers
anti our physician; o

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Monday, March 24,2007:
This year you have drive and a
destiny. The unexpected happens frequently. As a result, you
gain quite a few insights.
Friends play a role in your life,
more so than usual. You need to
frequently pull back and gain a
perspective. A different vision
might be uncomfortable but
does point to new choices and
ideas. If you are single, you
might have difficulty developing the type of nurturing bond
you would like. What you are
seeking this year might not be
suitable for your life. You will
be somewhat of a homebody. If
you are attached, your sweetie
will react to you and want to
nestle in more. Travel and
understanding could cause some
tension. CANCER feels comfortable with you.

Iiat nuike, working at Murray Hospital so rewarding."
Pegcy Futrell, 1.1W - Med Surg Unit

To find out more about our Cornerstones ofCare,
and our expansion progress visit WWV, niurrayhospital.org

COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking heAlthcale newplaces.

Remain centered, unclerstanomg your expectations and direction. Today might not be the nght
moment to move forward .
Tonight Try out the role of loner
for a change.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Zero in on what you
want. You might want to touch
base with friends who realty do
understand your cause, choices
and directions. Listen to others
and their opinions. Stopping arid
assessing other perspectives
wouldn't hurt Tonight Zero in on
yourself.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** You are on top of the
world. Though you might be all
smiles, someone else, or many
people, could be difficult.
Understanding takes you in a
new direction, allowing good will
and more fnendship in your life.
Tonight: Expect late night.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your ability to read
between the lines might make
not only a partner uptight but
also those in your daily life
Make your own decisions and
don't allow others to get involver{
or give you feedback you don t
want to hear Tonight: Feed yot,./
mind.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** You could feel awkwarc,
as you are dealing with a partner
who tests your strength and mettle You'll come out on top if you
don't push yourself too hard.
Expressing your opinions draws
reactions. You make waves
Tonight: Happy as a cat.
CAPRICORN( Dec.22-Jan 19)
*** Others will test your indulgence and determination. Some
of you, and for good reason.
might decide to head in another.
direction or do something very
different. Examine your options
rather than walk away. Tonight:
Do your own thing.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might want to think
before you leap into action. Zero
in on what you want Your imagination and high energy could
possibly backfire. Unexpected
spending could point in a new
direction: friendships help
Tonight: Easy does it.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your creativity helps you
see life with a renewed interest.
You are on top of the world. Your.
intuition comes forward, and you
follow through with determina
tion. You are in charge of your
decisions. Tonight: Out and
about.
BORN TODAY
Singer Diana Ross (1944):
reporter Bob Woodward (1943

GFtE
lElrl NGS
If you are a NEWCOMER to
I \

Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
COMMUNITY GREE TING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people It's their way of
saying,"We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming INIEWCCINIERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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Hodge (left). of Cadiz. poses with Stephanie Hagen and her 9 year old dog. April, who
was the 1000th animal microchipped by Humane Society of Calloway County volunteers. April
shares her home with 4 other dogs and 4 cats, all rescued from area shelters with one of the
dogs being a Katrina rescue.
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Mundy/Calloway Coun-

Animal

microchip

Shelter

ssanner

has

and

a

every animal that enters the
shelter. The scanner will detect
any microchip used in the United States no matter who the
manufacturer is.
"A natural disaster such as
hurricane Katrina, is a perfect
example of why it's so important to have companion animals permanently identified,"
said Rottinghaus.
The life expectancy of the
microchip is 25 years.
Hagen added that the
Humane Society would like to
microchip every companion animal in Calloway County so
that in the event that an animal does get separated from
its owner, the chance of a
happy reunion is almost assured.
She went on to say that the
Calloway County Humane Society has been invited to Marshall County and McCracken
County to offer microchip clinics for interested pet owners.
"The word is getting around
that microchipping works and
that we offer it at very affordable prices,- she said.
Director
Kathy
Hodge
reported that the Society's Animal Advocates E-mail List has
celebrated its ninth dog returned
to its owner because of this
free service. When an animal
gets lost, the Society e-mails
its photograph and description
out to over 700 people on our
Animal Advocates E-mail list,
she said. Since starting the
program, there have been nine
happy. reunions because of the
e-mail.
She added that it's important to keep an ID tag on your
pet's collar and to microchip
your pet as well in case the
tag falls off or is removed by
someone.

scans

To be placed on the e-mail'
list, simply call the Society at
759-1884, Mon -Thur. 10:00
a.m. - 3:00 p.m., or e-mail us
atHumaneSociely@murrayky.net, and ask to be placed
on the Animal Advocates E-mail
list for free.
A cat and kitten only
microchip clinic will be held'
at the Humane Society's office:
in the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar Street, Suite
A-1, on March 31 from 10
- 1 p.m.. It is asked
that cats be brought to the
clinic ,in a carrier to relievestress on the animal.
The Society will hold another clinic in conjunction with
the Murray State University PreVet Club's Animal Health and
Technology Day on Saturday.
April 14 at Carmen Pavilion,
located across from the Calloway County High School on
College Farm Road. The clinic is scheduled from 8a.m.4 p.m.
This clinic will he open to
both dogs and cats. With the
large number of dogs attending this event. cat owners are
strongly urged to transport their
cat. in a secure carrier.
The Humane Society is here
to help animals and their owners in any w.-ay that we can,
said Rottinghaus. "Our motto
is 'Every time we help an animal, we're also helping a person. We have accomplished
so very much because of our
dedicated and compassionate
volunteers and because of the
generosity of animal lovers who
contribute either financially or
make in-kind donations to the
Society."
The Humane Society is a
United Way agency.
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DECA international conference
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Attending the SCDC are from left Cindy Adams, Marketing Instructor/DECA Advisor, Darcie
Smotherman. Leanna Linn, Jenny Dillon, Lauren Oswalt, Bianca Mora and Zach Martin.
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Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Cypress Springs Restaurant
'Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake'.

1

Owner: Sue Williams • Judy & Louie Williams. Managers
270-436-5496
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
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Deluxe Models w/vinyl siding
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Weil Us At: wwwbbgarages.corn
tug V1it..tem Kentucky, Wectem Tenne‘,see, Southern Illinois
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Completch Lrected, Including Concrete Floor, Not l're-tats... Carpenter Built,
Quality Material, Professional yallt.mare.hip. I arger Site. Available. Written 1%.)ri,iiii%
Deluxe Models
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Service • Customer Satisfaction Is Our Goal!

No-Cow • No-OtAgation • No Hassle • On Sae Consultation A

Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders

Weld Renbde Available
Pontoon and!

tit)
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CONTEST: The Humane Society of Calloway County recently sponsored an art contest
for students to show the importance of spaying and neutering pets. Three students from Sherri
Bazzell's fourth grade class placed in the contest and their art work is on display in the pet
aisle at Wal-Mart Pictured above are Caroline Collins, Chelsey Church and Sarah Thompson.
ART

Financing Available - a% Down, Low Monthly Payments
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RULING STAR LODGE DONATION: Lawrence Webb, left,
senior warden, and Jody Ward, right, Junior warden of Ruling
Star Lodge No, 51 F&AMPHA present Andrea Bledso of the
Murray High School Black History Club with a donation during
Black History Month

Original 'Potter' cast
to return for final films
LOS ANGELES (AP) Actors Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert
Grint and Emma Watson will
return as teen wizards Harry
Potter, Ron Weasley and
Hermione Granger in the final
"Harry Potter" films. Warner
Bros. Pictures announced Friday.
The young stars will reprise
their roles in "Harry Potter and
the Half-Blood Prince" and
"Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows" — the last two films
in the franchise based on J.K.
Rowling's best-selling novels,
said Jeff Robinov, the studio's
president of production.
"It would be inconceivable
to imagine anyone else in the
roles with which they have
become so identified." Robinov said.
Radcliffe. who recently made
news for his role in the London production of "Equus," said
playing Potter has been "an
immense privilege."
"I feel a huge sense of loyalty to the character of Harry
and the fans who have supported these films over the
years," the 17-year-old said in
a statement.
Watson, 16, said her character was her hero.
"I could never let Hermione
go," she said. "I love her too
much and love what playing

Rare copy of
Declaration
bought for $2.48,
sold for $477,650
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
— A rare 1823 copy of the
Declaration of Independence
sold at auction for $477,650
by a man who found it last
year in a Nashville thrift store
for $2.48.
Michael Sparks. a music
equipment technician, sold the
document Thursday at Raynors'
Historical Collectible Auctions
in Burlington. N.C.
Six bidders contended for
the document, most by phone
or Internet. when bidding
opened at $125,000. The identity of the winner was not di'.
closed.
Sparks found his bargain
last March while browsing at
Music City Thrift Shop. When
he asked the price on a yel
lowed, shellacked, rolled-up
document, the clerk marked it
at $2.48 plus tax.
The document turned out to
be an "official copy" of the
Declaration of Independence —
one of 200 commissioned by
John Quincy Adams in 1820
when he was secretary of state
and printed by William Stone
in 1823.
Sparks said he had a few
plans for the money: a used
car, adding a sun room to his
house, helping to support his
parents and giving some to charity.
"You think it is a huge fortune, but by the time you figure it up and put some off for
the taxes it is not. It is not a
huge fortune, but more like a
small fortune," he said.

her has meant to me. I'm excited and honored to be finishing what I started and playing
her in all seven of the films."
Grint, 18, added: "I've been
so proud to play(Ron)and loved
every second of being part of
this world."
The fifth film in the series.
"Harry Potter and the Order
of the Phoenix," is slated for
release in the U.S. on July 13.

ALBANY, N.Y.(AP) — Rat
poison was found in the pet
food suspected of causing kidney failure that killed at least
16 cats and dogs, but scientists still don't know how it
got there, state officials said
Friday.
The toxin was identified as
aminopterin, which is used to
kill rats in some countries, state
Agriculture
Commissioner
Patrick Hooker said.
Aminopterin is not registered for killing rodents in the
United States, according to the
Environmental
Protection
Agency, though it is used as
a cancer drug. State officials
wouldn't speculate on how the
toxin got into Menu Foods'
now-recalled pet food but said
no criminal investigations had
been launched.
Scientists at the New York
State Animal Health Diagnostic Center at Cornell and at
the New York State Food Laboratory tested three cat food
samples provided by Menu
Foods and found Aminopterin
in two of them. Hooker said
they would test individual components of the pet food, as
well.
The early test results were
released to give veterinarians
a better idea of how to treat
sick animals.
"Any amount of this product is too much in food," Hooker said.
Aminopterin, also used as

a cancer drug, is highly toxic
in high doses. It inhibits the
growth of malignant cells and
suppresses the immune system.
In dogs and cats, it can
cause kidney failure, according to Donald Smith, dean of
Cornell University's College of
Veterinary Medicine.
The Food and Drug Administration has said the investigation into the pet deaths was
focusing on wheat gluten in
the pet food. Wheat gluten
itself would not cause kidney
failure, but the common ingredient could have been contaminated, the FDA said.
Bob Rosenberg, senior vice
president of government affairs
for the. National Pest Management Association, said he had
never heard of the substance
before Friday.
"It would make no sense to
spray a crop itself with rodenbeide,- Rosenberg said, though
he said grain shippers typically put bait stations around the
perimeter of their storage facilities.
The pet deaths led to a
recall of 60 million cans and
pouches of pet food produced
by Menu Foods and sold
throughout North America
under 95 brand names.
There have been several
reports of kidney failure in
pets that ate the recalled brands.
and the company has confirmed
the deaths of 15 cats and one
dog.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Monday, March 26, 2007:
This year you have drive and a
destiny. The unexpected happens frequently. As a result, you
gain quite a few insights.
Friends play a role in your life,
more so than usual. You need to
frequently pull back and gain a
perspective. A different vision
might be uncomfortable but
does point to new choices and
ideas. If you are single, you
might have difficulty developing the type of nurturing bond
you would like. What you are
seeking this year might not be
suitable for your life. You will
be somewhat of a homebody. If
you are attached, your sweetie
will react to you and want to
nestle in more. Travel and
understanding could cause some
tension. CANCER feels comfortable with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positi ye; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Nurturing in the classic
context is not your style. You
learn more effective ways of
expressing your feelings, for better or worse. Examine your
options before closing a door or
running in the opposite direction.
Tonight: Head home. Isn't there
a movie you want to see?
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You will have a tendency
to say what you think and riot
really worry about others' reactions. Consider your options
carefully. You might be surprised
by another's intentions. A friend
helps you hit a home run.
Tonight: Hang out.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Expenses could be building, and you might be far more
frantic than in the past. Your ability to read between the lines
emerges, allowing new vistas
and a different perspective. Stop
and think before you react.
Tonight: Pay bills first.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your smile is a surebet winner. You'll come out
ahead. You are on top of your
game. You have certain issues
that you need to work through
financially or regarding a partner.
Tonight: The world could be your
oyster if you so choose.
LEO (July 23-Aug.22)
*** Slow down and take your
time. You might feel awkward
and out of sorts. Frustration
could accompany these feelings.

(-/Mr

Remain centered, unclerstanoing your expectations and direction. Today might not be the nght
moment to move forward.
Tonight- Try oUt the role of loner
for a change.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-,pt. 22)
**** Zero in n what you
want_ You might whnt to touch
base with friends who realty do
understand your cause, choices
and directions Listen to others
and their opinions. Stopping and
assessing other perspectives
wouldn't hurt. Tonight. Zero in on
yourself.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** You are on top of the
world. Though you might be all
smiles, someone else, or many
people, could be difficult.
Understanding takes you in a
new direction, allowing good will
and more friendship in your life
Tonight: Expect a late night.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your ability to read
between the hnes might make
not only a partner uptight but
also those in your daily lite.
Make your own decisions and
don't allow others to get involved
or give you feedback you don t
want to hear. Tonight: Feed yotl
mind.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** You could feel awkwarc,
as you are dealing with a partner
who tests your strength and mettle. You'll come out on top if you
don't push yourself too hard.
Expressing your opinions draws
reactions. You make waves
Tonight: Happy as a cat.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan 19)
*** Others will test your indulgence and determination. Some
of you, and for good reason.
might decide to head in another
direction or do something very
different. Examine your options
rather than walk away. Tonight
Do your own thing.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might want to think
before you leap into action7 Zero
in on what you want. Your imagination and high energy could
possibly backfire. Unexpected
spending could point in a nests
direction; friendships help.
Tonight: Easy does it.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your creativity helps you
see life with a renewed interest.
You are on top of the world. Your.
intuition comes forward, and you
follow through with determina
tion. You are in charge of your
decisions. Tonight: Out and
about.
BORN TODAY
Singer Diana Ross (19441
reporter Bob Woodward 11943
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Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113

Ilt} COMMUNITY GREE TING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME
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CALLOWAY TEAM TAKES FOURTH: The Calloway County Future Problem Solving Team
finished fourth in the state and are pictured receiving their trophy Members are Allison Miller.
Courtney Elder, Crystal Eldridge and Danielle Pritchett_
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ORNERSTONE
of Care

At

MURRAY-GALLOWAY COUNTY

Hospi-rAL, we're committed to building

better health care. But our commitment is not limited to our new hospital expansion -

it

is found every day in our people. We would like to introduce Peggy Futrea MURRAYCALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL'S next CORNERSTONE OF CARE
recipient. She is a Licensed Practical Nurse and enjoys Bluegrass Festivals and fishing.
Peggy has been providing the extra personal care our patients deserve for the past 19 years.
"I was inspired to take can ofpeople when my mother was diagnosed with cancer and Isaw the
great care and attention she received. The relationships I've developed with patients, co-workers
and our physician's is what makes working at Miring Hospitalso rewarding."
Piggy Flora LPN - Med Sing Unit
Tofind out more about our Cornerstones ofGtre,
and our expatiation'TWINS visit Www.murrayhospital.org

COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcare newplaces.

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people It's their way of
saying,"We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming IVELVCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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Berry, Kateland and Caleb Turner pose with a sample of
their striper catch during an out last summer with' Ledger
& Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
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schools can be seen. Keep its
mind that fish are cold -blood:
ed, and their bodies will change::
with the depths.
s*
When you locate that magic
temperature above 50, you are
near the perfect feeding waters...
In this area, we begin wits*:
the waters in the high 40s.
The fish continue to bite better as the temperature rises.
The black crappie will spawn
in the water at 50 to 52 degree',
before the white species will:.
spawn.
The white crappie will almost
always prefer the water temperature to be in the 55- tt)::
62-degree area before they wilt;
consider spawning. The black
crappie are almost always .in
and out before the white crappie begin.
Once in a while, we will
catch black females in shallow waters while they are running late with their spawning.
There are a number of factors
that could cause this, but it's
usually with the younger
Karol Ellis shows off a slab crappie she caught on an females, which are slower to
ultra-light tackle while fishing with her father and out- develop.
The cold weather has a tendoors guide Jerry Maupin.
dency to concentrate both
increase enough to be close to
For sure, the black crappie will
species of crappie. It is possithe summer pool stage of 359
get it on — in good or had
ble for each species to move
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the same elevation, but it

will

mucli,co prevent hunting over
bait; hit to do away with the
Practice of supplemental feeding altogether. If feeding
wildlife is so destructive. then
why allow feeding during the
late summer, fall, and winter
months? Why allow feeding
year around in backyards and
municipal parks across the
'ommonwealth?
Sure, there are some who
claim that the artificial feeding of wildlife enhances the possibility of disease transmission,
espe, tally the dreaded chronic
4 ,tsi1142 disease. And its also
/
11
mentioned that atlatoxins proed by naturally occurring
,.r12.1111•111
in moldy grain have
a detrimental effect on turkeys
and other birds.
But neither of these assumptions has been demonstrated
sontlosively and remains theoretical at best. Besides, what's
ditterent about the mold on
I e ,oni that I throw on the
ground versus the mold on the
k.orn that falls onto the ground
irom a stalk?
Many believe that the new
feeding regulation is just another step toward a total feeding
han ri the Commonwealth. Tennessee does not allow feeding
tor deer or turkey, neither does
Alabama. Several other states
klo allow feeding, how-ever, and
it seems to be a cultural matter specific to the area hunted
It has always amused me
that although Kentucky allows
supplemental feeding that would
he considered illegal batting in
other states, hunters an the
'ommonwealth as a whole
don't rely on artificially placed
teed. In Alabama. where supplemental feeding is considered halting and is illegal, a
huge amount of shelled corn
is sold during deer season to
people who don't own livestock.
My tear is that we are stuck
al the rut where law-abiding
hunters are punished by the
promulgation of new regulations
more than the outlaws. Because
illegal shooters use spotlights
or the headlights of their vehi,les to highlight game at night,
egal hunters can no longer
tea the beam of a flashlight
or vehicle light into a field at
!light were wildlife might he
f ceding. Because some illegal
shooters shoot deer with rifles
or pistols dunng archery season, law-abiding bowhunters
,annul carry a pistol into the

woods to ward off dogs, mounUhl'IAA;bears or drulZrated hippies.
And now, because some people violate the law regarding
the baiting of turkeys, all lawabiding hunters must give up
the practice of supplemental
feeding during the spring. Go
figure.
But the law of the land
these days prohibits the use of
supplemental feeding from
March 1 through July 31 regardless of whether you are a
hunter. birdwatcher, or some
long-haired friend of Jesus in
a chartreuse microbus. There are
loopholes. however.
A person may.. legally pile
grain in the backyard until it
runs over the neighbor's fence.
Or anyone may grow all manner of grain crops that will be
left in the field for wildlife
consumption.
Then, there are those magical municipal areas that allow
no hunting or trapping where
wildlife may be fed year around
without as much as the slightest intestinal distress,
Is it any wonder that sales
of hunting licenses keep declining'? In this era of abundance
— especially when hunters are
being encouraged to shoot more
deer -- wouldn't it make sense
to make it easier to hunt? No
one hunted snow geese much
until their numbers got so
unbearable that the National
Fish and Wildlife Service began
to plead with hunters to shoot
more of the big white birds.
Response to the pleading
was meager until the USFWS
sweetened the pot by relaxing
license and regulatory requirements for hunting snow geese.
In other words, they' made it
easy for hunters to hunt snowgeese.
Unfortunately, it's typical of
governments to attack such
problems with the most backward thinking possible. Similar to the argument of the gungrabbers, if a few people are
doing something illegal, then
their solution is to take away
the liberty of those who do
not break the law. That's like
stopping drunk-dnvers by making all driving illegal. Now
there's an idea for you.
So just empty your feeders
and think about all the money
you'll save by not having to
buy shelled corn all winter —
and don't thank and dnve, either,
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identify the two species,
that the long needle
pines at the front of the dorsal fin are to be counted as
such. Five or six spines will
be the white crappie. and seven
or eight will be the black crappie.
Happy Fishing! •
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Kentucky's best
crappie fishing
again rates high
By STEVE VANTREESE
For The Associated Press
MURRAY, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's foremost crappie fishing should be good
this year before an anticipated decline to more mortal standards a year from
now.<*1>
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley. based on crappie
population trends suggested
by trap netting studies.
should continue on a strong
roll this year. according to
Kentucky
Rister,
Paul
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources fisheries
biologist for the Western District.
"People ought to enjoy
another year of catching good
crappie.- Rister said. -This
spring may not be quite as
good as last. but there still
should be lots of fish just
growing into the 10-inch
keeper size range.
"The spawning class of
2004 was pretty good —
better than average — and
those are the fish that are
growing into keeper size
nght now.- Rister said.
"The down part is there
won't be quite as many older
tish, those crappie that are
in that 2- to 2 112-pound
size range.- he said. "Crappie aren't a very long-lived
fish, usually only getting to
be about six years old if
they don't get caught first,
and we have lost a lot of
the older fish from the '01
and '02 year classes:Risley said the current
spring probably will be the
last highly productive crappie fishing on KentuckyBarkley before a noticeable
decline in 2008.
"The spawning classes of
2005 and 2006 were poor.
and the smaller class from
'05 will probably start showing a letdown in the number of keepers next year as
the numbers of bigger. older
fish continue to wind down,"
Rister said.
For now, however, the
crappie story at western Kentucky's giant reservoirs is

positive.
I ve
'
"

already

been

get-

good reports of people
fishing out in deeper water
and catching good numbers
of white crappie.- Rister said.
"That's what we would
expect at this time of year."
Meanwhile. Rister said,
a few anglers already are
catching some black crappie by casting jigs and lures
to shallower flats.
"Studies we did with
tagged fish and with telemetry showed that black crappie move in earlier in March
and get up in shallow water,"
he said. "They like that
clearer water and rocky habitat, and about the only way
you can fish where they are
without spooking them is to
cast to them.Studies on the big sister
lakes highlight the differences in the sibling waters.
Kentucky Lake's crappie
population now is about 80
percent black crappie and
only 20 percent white crappie. Rister said. A few years
ago. white crappie dominated, but that population makeup changed when the lake
grew clearer, more rock on
shorelines was exposed over
time and aquatic vegetation
increased.
Rister said Lake Barkley
remains more like Kentucky
Lake used to be. "Barkley
still is about 60 percent
white crappie to 40 percent
black crappie. although the
numbers of blacks have
increased as the whites have
declined more in recent
years," he said.
Both of the canal-linked
lakes, even on an off year,
tend to produce crappie in
quality and quantity supenor to other Kentucky crappie waters.
"Nothing else in the state
even comes close to Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley
for crappie fishing," said
Gerry Buynak. assistant
director of fisheries for the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
ting
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PREP BASEBALL PREVIEW

ENTUCKY BASKETBALL

In The

Kkniclit

Of Time

MORRIS BOLTS KBYTIJCIagy SIGNS
FREE-AGENT DEAL WITH KNICKS

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger file
Josh Reynolds is expected to get the opening day start for
Lakers Tuesday when they host Lone Oak. Calloway will
look to captialize on last year's 29-7-1 record and runner
up finish in the First Region tournament.

Business
to finish
LAKERS LOOK TO MAINTAIN
PROMINENCE IN FIRST REGION
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
There's a much used cliché in the sports world: Some teams
don't rebuild, they reload.
But perhaps the Calloway County
High School baseball team is doing a lit- "Right now, I
tle bit of both in 2007.
think we're
The Lakers graduated five players —
reloading.
For a
three of which pursued Division I baseball, one selected Division I-AA football lot of our senand the other is working ol4..basketball
iors, in their
career at the conununity college level.
Gone from the Calloway County line- minds; we have
up is shortstop Taylor Thieke and pitcher
come up short
Austin McCuiston, who both elected to
continue their baseball careers at Murray two years in a
Slate University. Although, McCuiston
row."
has since,left the MSU team.
Steve Smith
First baseman Pete Thackston headed
to Marshall to play baseball, center field- Laker head coach
er Tyler Brockman elected to play football at Murray State and left fielder Josh Streetman went on to
play basketball for West Kentucky Community & Technical
College.
The Lakers have played in the First Region Tournament's
championship game the past two seasons, losing last year's contest to Graves County 7-2. Overall, they compiled a 29-7 record,
including a 19-1-1 mark against First Region foes.
; In the last three years. Calloway has been one of the most
consistent squads in the area. And that's where Laker head
coach Steve Smith said a sense of urgency has set in with his
ballclub.
"You hate to say reloading, because it makes it sound like,
'We're going to win 20-something games again.' You never
khow that. We feel like we're going to be very competitive. We
rebuilt about four or five years ago," Smith said.
"Right now, I think we're reloading. For a lot of our seniors,
in their minds, we have come up short two years ins row.
Liast year, We were in a position for the title, but we feel short
against Graves. It exemplified the fact that you can't take anything for granted. I think some of our older kids are not putting
the cart before the horse. They want to get back there again,"

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
This time, the NBA didn't pass on
Randolph Morris.
The Kentucky center signed a
two-year deal with the New York
Knicks on Friday, ending a tumultuous career with the Wildcats
that saw him develop into one of
the nation's best big men.
Morris took advantage of a
loophole in the NBA's Collective
Bargaining
Agreement that
allowed him to remain a free
agent after returning to Kentucky
following an ill-fated attempt to
enter the NBA Draft two years
ago.
Moms averaged 16.1 points
and 7.8 rebounds for the Wildcats
this season and was a first-team
All-Southeastern
Conference
selection.
Morris' decision comes one
day after Smith left to become the
head coach at Minnesota.
Morris said he "expected" to
return to the Wildcats following
Kentucky's loss to Kansas in the
second round of the NCAA tournament last weekend but that was
before Smith's sudden departure
to the Golden Gophers.
Though Athletics Director
Mitch Barnhart asked Morris to
hold off on making a decision
until the Wildcats hired a new
coach, Morris opted to take his
chances with the Knicks.
His abrupt departure is a fitting
end to a bizarre college career in

MORRIS FH.E
NAME: Randolph Morris
POSMON: C
HEIGHT: 6-11
WEIGHT: 260 t4
CAREER STATISTICS:
2004-05: 88 ppg, 4.2 rpg
2006-06:133 p09.60 rpg
2006-077 16 1 ppg, 7.8 rpg
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS:
All-SEC first team during his junior season. Scored career-high 29 points,
grabbed 15 rebounds in loss to
Mississippi State on March 9, 2007
Staded all but one game as freshman in
2004-05. Declared for NBA Draft following
2004-05 season but went undrafted.
Returned to Wildcats after sitting out 14glime suspension. Finished in Top 10 in
SEC in points, rebounds. blocked shots
and field goal percentage dunng 2006-07
season.

which Morris seemed only too
eager to get to the NBA.
Morris averaged 8.8 points and
4.2 rebounds during his freshman
year in 2004-05, then chose to
enter the draft. But draft night
came and went and Morris never
heard his name called.
He appealed to the NCAA to
be reinstated at Kentucky, who
restored his eligibility but suspended him for the 2005-06 season.
The suspension was reduced to
14 games, however, after Smith
produced a fax dated May 9.
2005, in which Morris showed
"clear intent to retain his collegiate eligibility while declaring
for the NBA draft," the NCAA
said in a statement.

A Hero's
Welcome
MINNESOTA EMBRACES
TUBBY SMITH

...

•See LAKERS, 12A

SWEET 16

Cardinals continue
quest for championship
BALLARD, HOLMES ALSO
WINNERS FRIDAY NIGHT

ED REINKE / AP FILE
Kentucky's Randolph Morris shoots over Tennessee's Wayne
Chism during the first half in this Jan. 28 photo in Lexington.
The New York Knicks signed Morris to a two-year contract
Friday. Morris, the Wildcats leading scorer this season,
declared himself eligible for the 2005 draft following his freshman year but was not selected. He decided to return to school
and played two more seasons. Due to a condition in the CBA,
Morris was not eligible to re-enter another draft.

JIM MONE / AP
Pompoms rise in the air as new University of Minnesota basketball coach Tubby Smith listens to the applause at a news conference officially announcing his new position Friday in
Minneapolis.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — As
Tubby Smith walked to the
podium at Williams Arena, hundreds of Golden Gopher fans
showered him with chants of
"Tubby! Tubby!"
He looked at the adoring
faithful of his new school and
beamed.
"This is what it's all about,"
Smith said Friday. after being
introduced as the new coach at
Minnesota. "I feel the love
already."
It was quite a change for
Smith. dogged by criticism from
Kentucky's
notoriously
demanding "Big Blue Nation."
Wildcat fans dubbed him "10loss Tubby" and clogged
Internet chat rooms and talk
radio shows with complaints
about a coach who won a national championship. five SEC
titles. five SEC tournament title

and 76 percent of his games at
Kentucky.
From the moment he stepped
on stage decked out in a gray
pinstripe suit and Gopher tie, it •
was clear just how different
things will be in Minnesota.
"No matter how much he
won at Kentucky, he's never
going to catch Adolph Rupp,"
Minnesota athletic director Joel
Maturi said, "He can actually
build a program here and develop a legacy here that I don't
think he could do at any of his
other spots."
Smith came to Kentucky
from Georgia in 1997 to replace
a legend. Rick Pitino had guided
the Wildcats to two straight
appearances in the championship game before leaving to
coach the Boston Celtics.
•See TUBBY, 12A

Wildcats start search for new coach
Stricklin would not comment

Barnhart had made contact
BARNHART BEGINS onwithif any
specific candidates.
talk to as many peoTHE PROCESS OF ple"He'll
as it takes to find the right
Stricklin said.
FINDING SMITH'S coach,"
Messages left for Barnhart
not immediately returned.
REPLACEMENT wereFormer
Kentucky coach

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— The Scott County Cardinals continued a quest to win this year's Sweet Sixteen championship by
knocking off Adair County 68-53 in the quarterfinals of the Boys
Sweet Sixteen.
Senior guard Matt Walls scored a game-high 26 points on 8or-17 shooting from the floor in the win.
The win was the 28th in a row against in-state opponents for
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
the Cardinals (32-2).
Tubby
Smith is gone, trading in
in
to
rally
(23-9)
tried
County
Adair
champion
Region
Fifth
life under the microscope at
the third quarter behind the play of Darren Ballou. He hit his first
Kentucky for the kinder, gentler
two shots of the quarter helping the Indians to go on an 8-2 run
1 basketball culture at Minnesota.
that cut their deficit to six points at 32-26.
Now athletic director Mitch
• Adair County made a run in the game's final eight minutes •
Barnhart begins the process of
and got as close as six points (43-37), but Walls hit two 3-pointfinding Smith's replacement, a
ers and Jordan Lee hit another less than a minute later to wrap up
coach who can return the
the win.
Wildcats to the Final Four
Lou. Bollard 71,Clark Co.48
while also appeasing one of
Ballard
Louisville
• Antiquawn Beckham scored 22 points as
basketball's
most
college
advanced to the semifinals of the boys'Sweet 16 state basketball
ardent
fan
bases.
night
Friday
County
on
tournament with a 71-48 win over Clad
Barnhart had "begun the
Johonne Hamilton, Timothy Pryor and David Stanley added
process"
on finding a new
grabbed
their
(34-2)
Bruins
Region
10 points apiece as the 7th
coach Friday, said university
spokesman Scott Stricklin,
•See STATE, 12A

Rick Pitino, now the coach at
Louisville,
hasn't
been
approached about the job,
Louisville athletic director Tom
Jurich said. Pitino, who led the
Wildcats to the 1996 national
championship, was not in
Louisville on Friday and had no
comment, according to university spokesman Kenny Klein.
Tennessee athletic director
Mike Hamilton and coach
Bruce Pearl said Friday they
had not been contacted about
the Kentucky job.
"It's a really wonderful thing
for Tennessee basketball if their

is
thought well
enough to be
considered for
one of the best
jobs in the
country, maybe
the best job in
the country."
rnhart
Pearl said after his team arrived
at the Knoxville airport from
San Antonio.
Texas A&M coach Billy
Gillispie refused to address the
Kentucky opening following
the Aggies' loss to Memphis in
the round of 16 on Thursday
night. Memphis coach John
Calipari also brushed aside any
speculation on his interest in
the job.
Kentucky players remained
quiet about Smith's departure.
Saginaw (Mich.) high school
basketball star Draymond
Green, who committed to corn-

mg to Kentucky in 2008, said
he was "shocked" by Smith's
decision to leave.
"I knew there had been talk
about Coach getting fired, but
there is that kind of talk every
year." Green said. "That's just
how the Kentucky coach gets
treated."
The mood around campus on
Friday was subdued, but some
fans refused to apologize for
holding the program to extraordinary standards.
"We have high expectations
here. I don't think there's anything wrong with that, that's
what's helped make the program what it is," said John
Stacy, 28, as he watched
Smith's introductory press conference at Minnesota from a
local Mexican restaurant. "I
think coach Smith is a nice guy,
but we need to get back going
to the Final Four."
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Sunday Al Edward Jones Dome
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All limes CDT
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EAST REGIONAL SEMIFINALS
Smith sees the importance of April 30 Manlhall Co
.
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Florida (32-5) vs Oregon (28-7)
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May 1
Friday At Continental Airlines Arena
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May 3
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Saturday,
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or 7.30 p M.
the Lakers will open the seaMemphis 133-31 is Ohio Stale 133-31
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3 30 p m
son on ruesttay at home agairtst the game experience that a lot of Georgetown's Roy Hibbert, bottom, and Vanderbilt's Ross
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I t)ne Oak at 4:30 p.m. kids their age do," Smith noted. Nettner battle for the ball Friday in East Rutherford, N.J.
National Championship
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Friday At Edward Jones Dome
I lit'L ling to get the starting "Part of that is my fault, and part
Semifinal winners 8 p m
St. Louis
pitching nod against the Purple of that is who they were playing
I lash is senior right-hander Josh behind. But they made the most
of their opportunities last year.
eynolds
Wes Adams. the expected They still worked hard in pracvetting-day starter, turned his tice last year, and 1 think its payEAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. line extended.
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ing off right now.
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753-8355
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All real estate advertised herein is sullen to the Federal lair
Housing Aot, which makes it illegal to advertise any prnerencr, iirrutation it discrurunation based on race, color, religion. sec, handkap. familial status or national origin, or
usention to make ans such prefertmces, limitations or sits
immolation

Pa 11 ant.
Fn. 1Ism
Mon. 1 p.m

Mon. 5 p.rs.
Wad 1 p.m.
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We will knowingls accept any advertising tor real estate
shish is not in violation it the law All perwas are hereby
informed that all dwellings adsertiws1 are available on an
equal opportunity basis
For further nsistanie is tb Fair
Housing Advertising requirement,.
contact NAA Counsel Rene l'
7031648-1001.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by Joe Wimberly, executor, for the estate of Sallie
Wimberly Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed an the Calloway
County District Court on
or before the hearing
which is set for the 6 day
of April 2007
Linda Avers.
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by Stan Scott, executor,
for the estate of Cecil
Hargis. Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
Coonty District Court on ,
or before the hearing,
which is set for the 4 day
of April 2007
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk

060
Help Wanted

The anuual Spring Brush Pick-Up has been scheduled for the
City of Murray.All property owners should have brush ready for
pick-up on the following dates:

060
Help Wanted

NOTICE

SPRING BRUSH PICK-UP
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY

060
Help Wanted

The City of Murray has the following job opponunit> -

South of Main (West to East)
Section III - April 16, 2007
Section IV - April 23, 2007
Section V - April 30, 2007

EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENT: High School Diploma or GED
equivalent

All tree and shrub trimmings must be stacked neatly in piles
with cuttings NO MORE THAN SIX (6 FEET IN LENGTH

DEPARTMENT: Public Works and Utilities - Bee Creek Wastewater
Treatment Plant

Section I - April 02, 2007
Section II - April 09, 2007

QR121211.6.11NOIESINIMAMETER.

POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT.

Disposal of brush placed out after the scheduled dates for each
area will be the responsibility of the property owners. THIS IS
A ONE TIME FREE PICK-UP, Questions concerning this
service may be directed to the Murray Street Department by
calling 762-0377.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by Richmond Beam, Jr..
executor, for the estate of
Esther Beam. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway.
County District Court on
or before the hearing.
which is set for the 4 day
of April 2007
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk

City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life insurance.
state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick, vacation and personal day.s.

MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN
PTL has opportunities in its new, state
of the art maintenance facility on the
north side of Murray, KY for experienced tractor or trailer mechanics as
well as "shade tree" mechanics seeking
to demonstrate their skills. Pay rate
commensurate with experience and
training. Maintain and repair OTR tractors or trailers. Shift options and flexible scheduling currently available!
Entails, heavy lifting and detailed paperwork. Responsible and eager individuals seeking a career opportunity are
encouraged to forward their resume to:

Job applications and full job descnptions for the above listed position are
available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5th Street.
Murray. Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this position.
please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330 ext. 103. Applications
can be obtained on-line at www.murraykygov and then niailed to 1(4 N.
5th Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Deadline for accepting applications - 5:00 p.m. Friday. April 0. 21,107. Drug
screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer

et., •r

060
'Help Wanted

Heip Thread

POSITION: Wastewater Plant Operator Trainee
OVERVIEW OF DUTIES: Performs manual as well as technical duties
in the day to day operations of plant. Must perform maintenance ot
mechanical and hydraulic equipment and pumps. Must receive tirsi level
of certification from one year of hire and state certifications thereafter.
Must have good working knowledge of computers as v.ell as biology lab
procedures. Must be able to perform heavy manual labor under adverse
weather conditions.

North of Main (East to West)

VISA

Rosa

1111=m
r—lE111
4
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.
Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Emploscr

,
ork Karl

POSITION
AVAILABLE

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate lid,

ciary appointments have
been
made
in
the
Calloway District Court
All claims against these
appointments should be
filed with the fiduciary
within six months of the
date of qualification

a

Estate of James Edgar
1352 Coopertowr
Rd Murray:. KY 42071
Case S 07-P-34, Fiduciary
Anna
Cooper,
1352
Coopertown Rd. Murray
KY
42071,
Attorney.
Richard Jones, 105 North
Sixth Street. Murray. KY
42071, Appointed 02-07
07

The CITY OF
OWENSBORO, KY
is taking applications for the positions of

4.0i• Sigreet

st••••le tea

Cooper,

Estate of Floyd McClure,
2412 State Route 121
South. Murray. KY 42071
Case 007-P-61; Fiduciary
Randy
McClure, 806
Broad St , Murray, KY
42071; Attorney- Gerald
Bell. PO
Box 1075,
Murray,
KY
42071.
Appointed: 03-21-07
Estate of Alfred Eldndge,
27 May-field Lane. Almo,
KY 42020. Case 107-P-62;
Fiduciary: Greg Eldridge,
6 Mayfield Lane, Almo,
KY
42020. Attorney
Gerald Bell, PO Box
1075. Murray, KY 42071.
Appointed 03-21-07

Estate of Paul McNeary,
1508
Chaucer
Dr ,
Murray, KY 42071; Case
097-11-68;
Fiduciary:
Marian Sue, McNeary,
] SOS
Chaucer
Dr.
Murray, KY
42071.
Attorney
Warren
Hopkins. 405 Maple St.,
tote B. Murray, KY
42071. Appointed 03-21(17
Estate

of
Edmund
limmerer. 1044
Red Bud Rd. Dexter. KY
42036, Case .07-P-64:
Fiduciary Edmund John
Zimmerer. 1042 Red Bud
Rd Dexter. KY 42036.
Attorney Gerald Bell,
PO Box 1075, Murray,
KY 42071, Appointed 0321 -07
—

,Josephi

For details and how to apply , wait:
wwww owensboro org

4.0-272-St

and click on "Job Opportunities"
Eicellent pay and benefits
Highly reputable departments
Pride in your work a respectable career, and protecting your

community.
To be considered for employment, you must comply with
the instructions provided at www.owensboro.org
That Clay of Owonsbofo Is
so equal lErnplcaY,
I'sant
OppOrtUntty Employer

For bid packets or additional information.
contact: Jim Bryan. Managing Forester PSC,
PO Box 465, Madisonville, KY, 42431, Phone
12701 797-3241 or 12701 824-7527.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that Murray Calloway
County Hospital. 803 Poplar Street, Murray, KY
42071. has filed an application with the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
construct a pnvate parking lot along west side of 9th
Street sauth of existing parking lot

Location: From Murray Calloway County Hospital
medical arts building along west side of 9th Street.
project site is south of the existing parking lot across
the tributary

Any comments or objections if fncerning this applicashall be directed to: Kentucky Division of Water,
Water Resources Branch, 14 Reilly Road. Frankfort
Office Park, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601 Phone '502,
564-3401.
tion

020

020

Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

POND Stocking!
Thurs, 4/5: The Fish
Truck will be at Cadiz
Southern States 9:159•45. Murray Southern
States 1030-11:15
1-R00- 335 2077
FREE
PALLETS

NOW open RaChelle

featuring spa manicure
and pedicure. acrylic
nails, ear candling, permanent eyeliner, eyebrows & hp color Hall
price nail services now
through April Call 2938859 for appointment

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger
& Times
First Come
First Serve
Please No Phone
Calls

The Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own nsk
Although persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.

LOST on Hwy. 119 &
280: Rat Fox Terner
mix. All white, one
brown eye/ear. Name
is Priscilla. Call
270-227-2665
060
Help Wanted
$7-$15 PER HOUR
Marketing company
looking for great voices. Easy phone work.
Will train. No selling.
Immediate positions
available. Paid weekly.
Call 753-3799
A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
AFTER-SCHOOL care
needed for two S.W.
Elementary students.
Must pick up from
school 4 days weekly.
until
3PM
6PM.
Respond to P.O. Box
134, Murray, KY 42071
CUSTOMER Service
Representative
Customer Service
Representative needed for local company.
Aftermarket auto
accessories experience and/or interest a
plus. Computer and
telephone experience.
This is a full time position with competitive
pay and benefits. Mail
resume to: HR Customer Service,
2814W, Wood St,
Paris, TN 38242
OFFICE Nurse needed
for busy medical practice. Send resume
including references to
PO. Box 1040-L,
Murray, KY 42071

SERVAL
1604 State Route 121 North,
Murray, Kentucky.

050
Last and Found

In response to the threat of Southern Pine Beetle.
the Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet,
Kentucky Division of Forestry, offers for sale an estimated volume of 16,775 tons of Virginia pine and
225 tons of loblolly pine on 205 acres of the
Pennynle State Forest located about 8 miles south_
of Dawson Springs. This sale will be by sealed bid
on a lump sum basis. The sale areas will be shown
at 1000 AM Central Time on Friday, April 13, 2007
and the bids will be opened at 1000 AM Central
Time on Friday, April 20, 2007

Apply in person at

TERMITE COMPANY

- Nowa)
TIMBER FOR SALE

There is currently a position
available for a service person in
the Termite Department. Benefits
include salary. commission, vacation, holiday pay. paid health
insurance and bonuses.

NURSE
PRACTITIONER/PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANT

Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
Park Ranger (Seasonal)
TITLE: Park Ranger(2 positions)
STATUS: May 1st — Sept. 31st (19 hours per week I
Pay Rate: S6-$8 per hour d/o/e
Applications will be accepted until April 6, 2007
Resumes may be mailed or delivered to 9()) Payne Street Murray,
KY 42071. Resume with minimum of three 131 professional references included required. For additional information please contact
the Park Office at(2701762-0325. Murray-Calloway County Parks
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Full-Time Licensed Nurse Practitioner
or Physician Assistant needed for physician's office. Excellent benefits and
compensation package offered. Please
send or bring resume to:

300 South 8th Street
Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

MEDICAL CHOLA
weer Prectur•/mental Negro.•Paisafral

Community Youth Services is now hiring
full-time and part-time youth workers to
work in our residential treatment facilities.
Candidates must be dependable and a caring individual to provide behavior management to at-risk teens. Candidates must
have reliable transportation.
Minimum Requirements: High school
diploma/GED. I year of experience in
childcare or MRDD. 21 years of age.
Candidates must be able to pass all background checks. Applications may be
picked up at 78 CAKY Drive. Benton. KY.
42025. Phone: 1-270-527-8388 and then
press "0- for the administrative assistant.
EOE/M/F/DN

SERVICE TECH NEEDED
Immediate position available. Experience
in HVAC. Must be EPA certified. Further
training wili be provided. Starting salary
$I 1 to $15 per hour. Twenty three year
old company needs motivated people
who are career oriented, dependable, and
ready to provide quality service. Contact
270-354-9239.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on on.' i,lasslurds

webpage at
mlIrrity ledger lkini
you will he redirected
lu mbnetwork com
By detilUil.
Murray and local lob
listings will appeal on
this websire
Hoc ever. as a national
website. not all listings
on the lobnetwork cont
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times PICa5C call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph listings Thank you

•SALES
•Day Shift Preferred
Hibbett Sports is hiring
in Murray. Apply at:
642 North 12th Street,
Murray, KY 42071
Hibbett Sports conducts drug testing.
www.hibbett.corn

Full time ixisitions are available as residential
direct care providers for community-based residential program tor developmentally disabled adults.
Our company offers sarious shifts hut all openings
are nights and/or weekend shifts. We offer opportunity for advancement, excellent benefits including
paid training. 44)1K. medical, dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays, vacation and sick leave.
.Apply in person at Community Alternatives of
Kentucky at 102 CAKY Dnve. Benton. KY.

Bas441 I Crtums
Immediate opening for grill cook. Flexible
hours Apply in person at 3075 US Hwy
641N from 10AM -KPM. Tuesday-Saturday.
WAREHOUSE
Worker/Retail Sales
Neat appearance. 40
hours weekty. 1/2 day
on Saturday Call
759-4979

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.

CIASSIFIEDS

2R • Saturday, Nianch 24, 2007

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I Sir; Ihuguid Uri se • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

140
Wan to Buy

lameed
DO you love working
wtth
Nee Care Enterprises
nay pe )us( the place
tor .you, Full time posi11,015 available
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray KY 42071
42701753-6111
GREEN Acres is currently hiring tor the tui
lowing positions CNA
6 2p Full Time CNA
time
Full
10p-Ea
Anyone interested in
becoming part ot our
'earn may apply in per
at Green Acres
Health Care 402 W
arthirig St Mayfield
r< 7 42066
INSIDE Sales
Representative
'ales Rei •.• .-•
,r
''eeded
side Sales
,
''"'Pany '

CASH paid tor
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 1210
Murray

150
Articles
For Sale
92 Cougar V-8 tact
sun rout new trans
mission A.0 tires
a.„,aded 52 575 060
Washer :53 4109

1995 16x80 3BR 28A
Must be moved
$16,000 753-5998

prom
CINDERELLA
tresses 1 s,te 4 0,1
1
-4 1 s./e 14 tilni
14614

UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
rental assisted
BR
apartments M-W-TH.
8-2 30 173.4 Campbell
St 759-2282 Heanng
Impaired only 1-800Equal
648-6056
Housing Opportunity

AWESOME 4BR, 2BA
Doublewide with island
4, kitchen 4 deluxe
pa,,kage"
appisan,e
731-584-4926
WOW" 3BR. 2BA with
at l',..„471
Ar I; am„rid porch
731-584-9109

Houses For Bent
2BA.
2BR
Immaculate condition
Fenced yard with outAttached
building
garage $695 month
1504
plus deposit
Belmont No pets
270-293-4602.
270-293-3710

280
Mobile Hones For Rent I

Mobile Nome Lots For Real
Apply
www nley
mentsolutiOns ',of?
,.all 12701395 0342

'iI per n,,,nth Newe
,,,mes only 492-8488
; '••
1..441, fir,'

NATIONAL Properly
Management
i,orripan.,, is seeking a
,,trong i.undiiJate for a
all time leasing p44.,4
•,. a Candidate must
...initortatile using
'1,•darl husiness Sy'

320
Apertments For Rant

t.,

st,lecItor rii •rtertad
merit ,,enters i rv
arts Beasi,-,
0901

• 44[4
.5!

Calloway County
'ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shirts Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 5 12th
St . Murray. KY No
phone calls

441
A P,414,,

1,4

1
--1112
Aponances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPL1144CES
WARD-EILKINS

arrieZep
uu

On the Square

Novs hiring
smiling faces
for all shifts.
,AFTIN in person

Murray

(270)753.1713
Home Furnishings
•

• a.

, -.1,

at Wends

090
Domestic I Checkers

RUTS USED
FURNITURE

. , 4,4

pay sash
for good wood
fornitur•

• ••

We

r

7534501
4,4I' 4447'

ben ECrun/mIle1

4A,4
120

A Better Quicker
Computer Fixer
DUNCAN CREEK
COINOLOGY

MOM COMPUTERS
A • I ertifiod Technician
4,07o40 tftpa1rc
759 3556

11hie to by
ANTIQUES ( All Lain,
4 16
Busing t.

save

& gold coins.
All mint sets,
proof sets, and
other old coins.
293-6999

270
lactils Hornet For Saie
•-OWNER
Financing•••
m, I.
ale
, HA
bleonde
$s 000 1own $6i
month 191 Seth ,iee
Call 753 1011
"'OWNER
Financing"
ate model doutaewide
$A 000
2BA
1BR
$495 month,
down
222C Wrather Road
C 411•53 101'
3BR.
BEAUTIFUL
28A w.'^ '-'Or 'a'
s
walnut
appliances I a,
731-544-9430 '
appointment'

Glendale Rd.
Sat • 8AM-1PM

couch, love seat
end tables coffee
tables, queen bedroom suite
kitchen table &
Chairs microwave
dishes clothes,
miscellaneous
items

SI-1.1. Vol R
PR()I'ERT
I tI ("1.101
753-51186
I 270)527-2)31

Now renting
lAicated at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

MSU'
TO
' bearoorr
, ncluding
Li I

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

ere.1

PREMIER
MiNtSTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
-Sate & clean
'We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

$285 ny,

,nturnished
$335 n-,
ely
762 0991 cm
nished
559-1164
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newry Remodeled
F3R 5290 00
Air-i 5340 Cd,
IBA $425 OC
deposit special
S'
S ,r
applicants
oPi, e hours 8-2
Mon F
,,• ,c1,4 7.4 apf•tant
mont
753-8221

Ails I ovation.
Airs ( ssndition
1 ash tor terms
( all 761-110‘11.
44663i

i

tua For Sir
liMi

a acre lot with well ir
Stella 4 miles from
Murray Call cell
1678-640-8013

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East 1-1 -2 miles from
2.588
downtown.
square feet, 803 acre
iot Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Bntches Call

LEASING
•, -t•04144.4)(P Apts
Put Section
. ,- hers
Cal Apt',
Apply a•
'402 Nortf•wood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Fridav
Ph,me 759-4984
E qi.al Housing
Oppr,rtunity
'DDP, 800 648-6056

1 to 300 acres West
Calloway Owner
financing 489-211t.
leave message

753-5856. cell
293-7127

11211

Saki ior
IISILT
[

OFFICE Or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905
293 1480
PRIME retail-commercial space in Murray
Either 3650 or 1825
so ft 270-331-8782

RED OAKS APTS
Special
' .0 Deposit
'RR 532,̀
.fIR $37,
Call Today'
753-8668

1553 Oxford 4811
2 SBA. bonus room
30x36 attached
garage 293-4183
759-1506
31311 only $341 month
5% down. 20 years at
8% APR For listings
600-560-1951 Est
S835

&Sumba

(INF URNISFrED 1 BR
close to campus ideal
t •wiP person no
pets available January
ltd 753-5980

DOG Obedience
436-2858
SHIH-TZU miS pups.
$150 SAW. CKC registered 731-514-5671

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORA
'An Size
Availa
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-38

FORECLOSURE' 3817
only $24.900 For listings 800-560-1951 e,r1
$020
FSBO Country living,
1 -male frorn court
square. 3814. 1 -Bath,
1,839 sq fl 7-acres
woods, barn. pasture
2-car shop Old Saler
Rd. $110.000 Open
House 3/31107.
12-4prn 753-0494

1\1\11 1)1 All
1)1 II I RELII.1
tvo• ssill Inn %our
Ii. use 1,1'take rivi..1
sour pa% menls
-h%--4S$
(
„isk tor Kristin.

14(1 %NIB( II 111 Its
iii ( 40,110 I I I, is

POOR lawn service'
Call mei Accepting new
customers for 2007
Lawns will be mainby
owner.
tained
Professional training
18 years experience
results
Professional
David
guaranteed
761-4700, 436-5085

ATV a

••.:,jjiii,iisiKciiiis iii
FREE ESTIMATES
I 270 ou,t-til,t.t

HERE FOR
ONLY 575.00
A MONTH
CALL 753•1916

Doan Electrical
Services

Industrial. Conunereial

and Residential work

227-8575 Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Bush trimming, goner
cleaning spring cleaning 8 much more

SDG 50 pit bike with 72
big bore kit same as
new $1 700 080 Call
492-8156 or 293-0034
L14 Harley Heritage
Classic Black & smoky
gold Low miles extra
chrome 753-2751
Sport Utility Vehicies
_
99 Expedition Red
Eddie Bauer. leather
Daded 3rd row seal.
-ear air. 120 000 miles.
$8.900 OBO 293-8285
'94 blue Jeep
Cherokee, $1.600
293-1193. 978-2090
88 Jimmy 2 8 Rebuilt
engine needs
trans
0130
$800
work
2701978-1284

campe
rent
hookups water sewer,
& electric
FOR

For sale 32f1 camper
sleeps 6 33,750
270-436-6280
10 cropop camper AC
refrigeratstove
$1 200 293-6468

04 2511 Odyssey
20Lextra II tritOon 5 7
imer:-_-,,,,ser load Less
than 80 hours, brand
new beigeturgundy
435-4050 after 6 00PM
2000 Lowe 1765 90
2 Eagle
E v in rude
graphs. Ttte-Lok spider
rig system ready tor
water. good condition
293-5215 or 293-0234
1998 Lowe Aluminum
bass boat. 25 HP
Johnson ngged for
oan fish 753-5958
a20
Senecas Offered

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Landscaping, Tree &
Shrub trimming
Satisfattron guaranteed

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

S MUNI/ %II:
\
%PING
I RI I I ‘R\I
For all your lawn and
landscape needs

2115-41311111
Mowing
Lawn
1
mulch other services
also 753-6294
227-8658 Cell

R&W Backhoe, Dozer
& Trucking, LLC
Specializing in building
pads, doveways, septic
systems. storm shel-

Todd Huan
767-0433 • 350-0954

ters
Jimmy Reed
270-705-0443
Mike Weaks
270-705-0399

Hill Electric
iqSf ,

24 HOUR SERVICE

Scrap washers dryers
stoves retngerators
enterer'& air conditioners

'an & LisA
I

a

753-9562
MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing

RELIABLE
LAWN CARE

1 re'
U NEL_
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 489-

vinyl wood t - • concrete. decks & more

270-227.6160
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages gutters.
junk & tree work

dependable
miming & trimming

2839.

270-293-6119

G ‘1.1,01%.k1
I. %N1\ SERVICE

WE SERVICE

ii 1,0111, mulching.
trimming. Please call
tor lair estimate

MI Major Appliances
and Most Maier Brands

753-8682
Uell: 227-0726

WARD-ELKINS
On

AFFORDABLE
dependable lawn care
489-2027
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions
porches decks sur
vinyl siding,
rooms
mobile home repair.
sagging floors termite
& water damage Larry
Nirumo (2701753-9372
,Dr (270753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Asphalt Pas in g,
Scalcoating
Comm. & Res.
I icensed & Insured.

270-753-2279
ASPHALT
e
nIccoating.
aa
ne
s

paving,

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring
Carpet vinyl. tile, hardwood. laminate installations 293-9340
C & C Renovation
and Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions, rooting.
decks, floor repair &
,:overings. siding

"FREE ESTIMATES••
Call i2701753-1499
7311247-5464
icrobertson wk net
&
CHASE
Stockwell's

Occur
Green Acres
Lawn Care:
A Cut Above The
Rest
.Shrub and tree
trimming
•Gutter cleaning
-Other services
'Quality service at
affordable prices
227-8658
753-6294

Mike
Metal

Rooting & Vinyl Siding
759-1085. 227-6238
CITRUS Lawn Care
reliable
Scheduled,
property management
trimming,
Mowing.
shrubs, tree
mulch
trimming, gutter cleaning. hauling available
Call Steve 767-9178
COLLEGE student
looking for yards to
mow 10-• years expenence. references
available Call Patrick
0 841-2952
DM HANDYMAN
We do an the odd iobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

Readers

using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and compamentioned
nies
herein are believed
to be reputable. The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any oh its

HALL'S WASTE

employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their

MANAGEMENT

activities.

.;„
•weekly & spe,
• locally ow nett perated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
HILLS Lawn Mowing
Free estiService
mates 898-1752 or
227-7020

/OE'S JOBS
Small household
repair & yard %mi.

Senior friendly.

mainte-

Mitchell
Brothers Paying 7590501 or 753-1537

Square Munn,
(270)153 1113

LAWN CARE

489-2689 . 293-6073
A 1 Stump Removal
Full y insured
437-3044

the

GARDEN OF EDEN

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. tune-up specials 436-2867

TRAVIS ASPHALT
Campers

Boats & Diatom

balms

.16-5

Iii

YOUR AD
COULD BE

All Real Estate adver
Used Cars
tised in the newspape [
2003 Lincoln Town Car.
is subject to the
silver. 93.000 miles
Federal Fair Housing
new tires trailer hitch
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it ille- .$10,000 OBO_
753-5703
gal to advertise any
preference limitation.
or discrimination based
Vans
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national Origir
2004 2500 Chevy van
Or an intention to make
V8
158.000 miles
any such preference
electric wirlovys &
limitation or discrimistorage b,ns
locks
nation This newspaper
inside. ladder rack ,
knowingly
not
will
top 210-3237
accept any advertising
Van
ASIn.,
1992
for real estate which is
$1.000
in violation of the law
Vandura
Our readers are hereby 1975 GMC
$700 436-2733
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised ic
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis "
94 Ford Ranger manual good cond HA
103.000 miles S2.800
HOI st s 060 759-5234
11

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

753-7728

insured 978-2758

490

OPEN:

shrub mature% light
Nickles: work. tilling &

Over 40 years exp.
Sale+ & Installation

1 Stop Construction.
New homes add-ons,
remodeling & all electrical needs Licensed &

REDUCED,
New construction
ready to move in
116 Thoroughbred
Dnve Call daytime
293-9747, 752-0624
Evenings 753-3966
470
Motorcycies

ARE
.lisoosstio;;. 1,111AI/1444

Carpet & Floors

Services Maned

825

270-75/11-111111

ve,.,
rel.' 14 N
•-li 4- .'11H ,'BA S65(_.
A,a,latde 4 1
'r-,

READY to move in
new construction
under 5200.000. 3 her
2 bath. covered front
porch, great neighborhood We have other
properties also, call
today 293-0139

YARD SALE

iit4y1i'. across trete
National Guard Armory

,

All, !•1!

Yard Sala

flOCCESs
NIINI IOR ‘141

DADDY S

753-9075
(270)227-2193

%•4.-.•
/
j

Now

.'flE4 iplex 'ace
" .1 A appliances fur
'Various loca•
Pt

TOP SOIL

puppies,
SHIH-TZU
AKC first shots &
5300-350
wormed,
270-251-0310

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-60
7S3-7666

94 144E,

DIRT

CHOCOLATE Lab
puppies AKC, born
2:3/07 Blocky and
hew claws removed
Kellogg bloodline
$250 Mayfield, KY
270-247- 7020

Storage Rantais

((L.! A
-020

Pk\ I

Hanes For Sale

ira&Sumba

2 story 3BR
LARGE
brick C'H,A garage
301 N 4th $650 month
plus deposit Pets welcomed 753-0089

i•I
avail1130 q
able Great location 1
dear lease 1 month
1.1,054 nn pets
+ 2905
1.4.14.4,

l

5'. down. 20 years at
8', APR For listings
800-560-1951 Ext
S891

1BH,
car MSU other
•ocations available
)
4 n4, r,1110r71a0
44
1,1,
RE '

530
Sonices Mama

270-227-1617

3811 house Lease &
deposit required
753-4109
3811 only $341 month

a/4, near
Sirray
rho

759-4704

Asking $240,000

3811 foreclosure Buy
tor only $24,900 For
listings 800-560-1951
ext S021

bir apts Ni,, pets
'
..0avf• message

CONSTIOCTION,

bill or firm &ribose§

Cd km

• Large Deck
• Bonus Room
• New Well
• New Septic

• Carpet
• Sunroum
• 2 Car Attached
Garage

• 1.5 acres

Puiii Lm

4 td1 stall
Pascd Dirn.r
itcated Own

allnIMIUMEND
3,465 Square Feet
4 Bedrooms
3 5 Baths

3BR tBA completely
remodeled with new
C.KA No pets $750
month plus deposit
1626 Miller Ave
270-293-4602
270-293-3710

'

4,Q4

Licensed & Fully Insured

2811 lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046
436-5258

,,MALL LBH
ir_je 2014 52'4 451

• A'. '4
t

AL CLEAN QE);NB ME,S5 DAILY'

• Hardwood
Floors
• Tile
-OWNER
FinancIng'"
Late model doublewide
38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month
110 Sundance Lane
Call 753 1011

Remodeling, Siding, Drywall,
or
Paint, Light Fixtures, Rotted
Soft Root Repair. Roof Leaks,
Plumbing Leaks, Etc

,we

V

JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753 3633

FREE

• :114,4 •

2655 Butterworth Road

Office Hours 8 a.111. - 12 p.m.„(
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

WANTED
Junk cars trucks and
tractors 436-5235

WEFIXIT!

$30,000 BELOW APPRAISAL

Oni. and Istai Bedroom Apartment.
Central /teat and Air
A..i.epting Applications

GOOD used refrigerators electric ranges
gas heaters, all' Ciala
tiociers baseboard
heaters Used carper
mg 753-4109

Nturray 1-edger & Times

753-4344.

227-5644

Lamb's 1..awn
Cerrice
(

1

kJ

Rodnes 1.amh

TYLER'S
SERVICE
painting,
iawncare, odd Os
270-753-8306
270-293-4373
WET WILLY'S
HEATED
POWERWASH
We clean vinyl, bnck,
concrete, aluminum,
black top, sidewalks,
boats and morel
Free estimates
270-227-0339,
Call
270-227-2367
YARD mowing starting
in the city at $15 a
yard 270-705-3555

270-752-0179

ISE% IN'S
SERVICE
• 11151*A
• ViCCLI
ret Estimates
,271111, 293-70al
Iliiiiii ,27111 759-9545
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156

270-293-0034

LDC Lass n Care
Tim iii IN lint equipment
!Slowing/Mulching
Conipetitise Prices
tree stimates

293-6872
METAL installed on
houses and barns
N
Damn
Contact
phone 270-752-0414.
NADEAU'S
Construction
.Flooring 'Decks
•Vinyt siding -All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured
NEED help"
Handyman Services
All remodeling. inside
& out Tile. electncai
Over 30 years aspen-

(7311247-3001
17311363-3511,

erice

(731)782-3218.
(731)363-3513
I Hancock Reek net

am. .....111. 406.40•44.0 .
4 0...a.

YARD Tech Lawn

Care
Lawn fertilized
sprayed, liming, bed
maintenance.
mulching 210-6268
work
YARD
Reasonable rates Call
Terry at 759-1811 or
293-1745
560
Free Column

FREE to good home 3
to 6 month old puppy.
mixed A lovely pup
Almost housebroken
Very gentle Call
270-436-5191

Need help
Pitimoting
your Business?
Call us we
will be glad to
help.
Murray Ledge;
4, Times
170-753-1916

r & Times

Murray Ledger & Times

LookingBack

as Oflend

4)-5507

wn service?
ccepting new
for 2007.
ill be mainby
sal (raining.
experience.
sal results
id.
David
436-5085

:khoe, Dozer
I, LLC.
ig in budding
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storm shel-
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10 years ago
Ken Lynn Bazzell of Murray
was crowned as Miss Murray State
University in the pageant held at
MSU Lovett auditonum.
Births reported include a by
to Terri and Kenneth Barnett.
March 21.
20 years ago
Anne Mane Hoke of Callow as
County High School is featured
as Miss Spring of 1987 in the
special section published by the
Murray Ledger & Times
Births reported include a ho',
to Less and Michael Cox. Mardi
21; a girl to Tonya and Charles
Edwards, March 22.
311 years ago
Published are pictures of sonic
of the new arms equipment on
display in the parking lot of Murray State University Stewart Stadium parking lot by the MST"
ROTC Brigade.
Margie Shown, soloist, and Jane
Prince, accompanist, presented a
musical program at the "Mom's
Night" banquet held by the Calloway County High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America at the Colonial House Smorgasbord. Mrs. Alfred Murdock was
presented an honorary. membership.
40 years ago
H. Glenn Doran. president of
Peoples Bank, was named "Man
of the Year" at the 40th anniversary banquet of the Murray Chamber of Conunerce with Jim Garrison, chairman, making the presentation. Ky. Gov, Edward Breathitt
was the featured speaker.
50 years ago
Charlotte Tresathan. student at
Murray Training School, was winner of the National Office Management Association's Spelling
Contest held at Paducah Chapter's annual Education Night at
the Ritz Hotel, Paducah.
60 years ago
Murray State College will base

P3-4373

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, March 24.
the 83rd day of 2007. There are
282 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History :
On March 24, 1765, Britain
enacted the Quartering Act. requiring Amencan colonists to pros We
temporary' housing to Bntish soldiers.
On this date:
In 1882, German scientist
Robert Koch announced in Berlin
that he had discovered the hued4%

Mr.

Dear Abby

lr ES

IJ

Ins responsible for tuberculosis.
In 1934. Ptesideni Roosevelt
signed a bill granting future independence to the Philippines.
In 1944. in occupied Rome,
the Nazis executed more than 300
civilians in reprisal for an attack
by Italian partisans the day before
that killed 32 German soldiers.
In 1955, the Tennessee Williams
plas "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof'
opened on Broadway with Barbara Bel Geddes as Maggie, Ben
Gazzara as Brick and Burl Ives

as Big Daddy_
In 1958, rock-and-roll singer
Elvis Presley was inducted into
the Army in Memphis. Tenn.
In 1976, the president of
Argentina, Isabel Peron, was
deposed by her country's military.
In 1980, one of El Salvador's
most respected Roman Catholic
Church leaders, Archbishop Oscar
Arnulfo Romero, was shot to death
by gunmen as he celebrated Mass
in San Salvador.
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DEAR ABBY: Twelve years
ago, when I was in high school.
I made friends with a girl who
had just come from Europe.
(I'll call her Cheri.) We became
close friends and did the usual
high school things together.
I was the first of our group
to be married and asked Cheri
and several other girlfriends to
be my bridesmaids. All Went
nicely. I soon had a baby, and
I asked Cheri to be the godmother to my daughter, which
she accepted.
A year later. Cheri became
engaged and asked me to stand
up for her at her wedding. By
that time I had two little ones,
my husband was earning an
hourly wage and money was
tight. I leveled with her and
told her 1 didn't have the money
to buy a bridesmaid's dress.
Cheri was hurt and asked her
sister to do the honors. 1 wasn't even invited to the wedding.
Now I'm thinking about the
friendship we once had, and 1
miss it. Was I wrong to be
truthful about my money situation, or should I have gone
into debt to buy the necessary
bridesmaid's apparel? -- WONDERING IN OHIO
DEAR WONDERING: You
did the right thing in telling
your friend the truth that buying the bridesmaid's dress was
beyond your means. Considering the circumstances, it would
have been foolish to go into
debt. I can understand Cheri's
disappointment, but she reacted like a spoiled child. ("If
you don't do what I want, you
can't come to my party!")
Because you miss her, give
her a call and see if she has
grown up lartioOr:
•..
DEAR ABBY: I have a 4year-old sister who drinks a
lot of beer. My dad lets her
drink it. What should I do? - BIG SISTER IN SANTA
MARIA, CALIF.
DEAR BIG SISTER: You
appear to have more common
sense than your father, who
apparently does not realize that
when children drink alcohol
they can more easily become
dependent upon it than adults.
Because your father is not likely to stop if you tell him that
giving liquor to a child is wrong,
you should tell a trusted teacher
at school what you have told
me. The teacher can see to it
that your father recognizes the
error of his ways.

B-2 cures reader's

migraines
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have envelope and $2 to Newsletter,
suffered for more than 60 years -'PO Box 167, Wickliffe, OH
with headaches, and nothing I 44092-0167. Be sure to menhave tried, until now, has helped tion the title.
me. Years ago, I was told by a
DEAR DR. GOTT: First off,
doctor that my headaches were let me say a big thank you for
true migraines. Later, a neurol- your column. Although I don't
ogist told me always agree with you. I find
after
more you most helpful and comforttests
were ing.
done (which
That being said, you have
included
a certainly answered a big quesbrainwave, tion for me when you told the
brain
scan lady who was having trouble
and more), with sweating at night of the
that
my possibility of chronic lung infecheadaches tion being one of the causes. I
were vascu- have had this problem for a
lar.
long time and attributed it to
While menopause, even though I am
visiting
a 68. I never thought to say anyBy
in thing to my doctor about it, and
Dr. Peter Gott doctor
West
Vir- I have been self-doctoring for
ginia, he told me about a con- a chronic bronchitis infection
ference held on migraines at the for many months now. This has
University of Virginia Hospital been going on since last Thanksin Charlottesville, Va. When the giving. and nothing was getting
group was asked the best treat- better. It just kept coming back
ment for migraines, the answer and getting worse each time. I
was vitamin 8-2 (riboflavin). I sing in a professional choir, and decided to try it, and I can hon- this condition even cost me our
estly say that something as sim- spring concert, since not only
ple as a vitamin, with no other could I not sing. I couldn't even
treatment added, has almost com- talk loudly enough to be heard.
pletely stopped my headaches.
My doctor sent me to a lung
I take one 100-milligram tablet specialist, and after still some
each day with a meal, and while more tests and a long converI occasionally have very small sation with him, the diagnosis
headaches, they're nothing like is that I have asthma and have
most probably had it the better
I experienced before.
For people like me who have pan of my life. He is treating
suffered most of their lives with it as such, and the improvement
bad headaches. I hope they will in my quality of life is wontry this. They've nothing to lose derful. I'm hoping to be able
but their headaches.
to rejoin the choir when we
DEAR READER:Thanks for start up again in the fall.
I thank you very' much. Your
the tip, which is safe and inexexplanation fits and was one of
pensive.
To give you related informa- the last pieces of the puzzle.
DEAR READER: Asthma in,
tion. I am sending you a copy
Health
Report adults can be difficult to diagof
my
"Headaches." Other readers who nose. Thanks for sharing your
would like a copy should send experience. Breathe easier!
a long, self-addressed, stamped

Dr. Gott

ContractBridge
king. But if South attempts the
South dealer.
finesse, he goes down, losing a club
North-South vulnerable.
and four spade tricks.
NORTH
Declarer has a better method of
•10 6 5
A K 5.4
play available. however. His best
•8 5
chance lies in returning a spade at
trick two!
• Q .1 2
If West declines to cash his
WEST
EAST
spades, he never scores them, and
• It
•A Q lt 7 4
111 10 9 1
South makes the contract after losing
11
,6 i2
113109 7
a club to East's king. Let's assume.
•6 4 3
therefore, that West continues with a
+5.5
4K 7 4
third and fourth spade. declarer disSOUTH
carding a diamond from dummy and
K 2
a club from his hand.
VQ7
•A K Q 2
On the third spade. Fast can pan
+10 9 61
with a club, but on the fourth spade
he is unremittingly. squeezed. lie
The bidding:
West
North East
cannot spare a heart, a diamond or a
South
I V
Pass
Pass
club, because whatever he discards.
I•
I NT
South gains his ninth trick in that
Pass
I NT
Openine lead - - ses en of spades.
suit. Furthermore, East's position
There is a play in bridge called a gets e% en worse if West cashes his
suicide squeeze, and it can he hilarity last spade.
Declarer reasons from the Stan
effect's e on the rare occasions when
it may arise. Instead of declarer cash- that if West turns up with only four
ing his winners and squeezing one of spades originally, a club finesse can
his opponents -- which is the usual eventually he taken in safety and the
case - declarer arranges matters so contract thus assured. But if West
that one opponent squeezes the started with five spades to the A-Q.
he is unlikely to also have the king it
other!
Consider this deal where West clubs, because he would probabls.
leads a spade. Declarer wins East's have osercalled South's opening diajack with the king and can count only. mond bid with one spade. In that
eight sure tricks It appears that case, returning a spade at trick tvio
South's only chance is to try a club offers the only real chance to sak age
finesse, hoping to find West with the the contract.
2110-7 KInt, icalar.S•rld,w

Crosswords
IF

luting
jsiness?

you that their children were
named to honor deceased parents, grandparents or other relatives despite the fact that those
names may no longer be in
"vogue." And that's why their
child is called by a middle
name or nickname.
However, the parents you
describe are rude and abusive.
Rather than snapping at you,
they should have their children's library cards issued in
the name the child uses.

Saturday, Mardi 24, 201/7•36

&NO

'0-227-0339,
367

wing starting
y at $15 a
705-3555

to

DEAR ABBY: I work in a
public library, where 1 deal
with a lot of children and
process many library card applications.
I
have a question
for
today's parents and was
wondering if
your readers
would
respond.
Why do
SO many pargive
ents
their
chilBy Abigail
dren
first
Van Buren
names they
don't like to be used? At least
once a week, I run into a parent who, when I call her child
"Mary," will get angry and
snap, "We don't call her that!"
and order me to call the child
by his or her middle name or
different
some completely
name. I mean, if you don't
like the name or don't want
your kid to be called that, why
give them that name?
I understand with older kids
it can be a matter of choice,
or with "Juniors" and others,
it's a way to distinguish a
father from a son. But this
happens too often, and I dislike being snapped at because
I called their son or daughter
by his or her first name. So
why is it such a common prac:ice? -- CONFUZZLED IN
FLORIDA
DEAR
CONFUZZLED:
I'm sure my readers will gladly chime in, but I have a hunch
that many of them will tell

Todaylnilistory

MIRA

sting,
oAlgba

baccalaureate sets ice on May 25
and conamencennent service on
May 26, according to Dr. Ralph
H Woods, president. Cleo Gillis
Hester, registrar, said 75 students
had applied for degrees for the
\ ear
Josiah Diu-nail, violinist, a graduate of Murray State College, will
be soloist at the concert by the
West Kentucky Symphony Society on March 30.
Births reported this week
include a girl
and MTh.
W T. Workman, March 4; a boy
to Mr and Mrs. Charley Parrish.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Nevels
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Durui, March 13; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Kelso, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Edwards and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Grover
Joyner, March 14, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs_ Toscoe Bedwell, March
15; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Toy
Garland and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Cathey. March 16: a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Garland, March 17; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs Dean Keyes and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs_ Raymond Starks,
March 18; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
i B. Jones, March 19.
The Murray Independent Basketball 'Team was winner of the
In State Tournament. John Padgett and Ed Dale Biggins were
high scorers for the Murray team.
Other
members
were Dale
Niel/ante!, Stub Wilson, Marvin
Hodges, Lubie Veale Jr., Bill Futrell
and Johnnie Harris.
James Ward and Brent Outland are owners of the Ward-Outland Bakery, recently opened in
a location behind Wallis Drugs,
Murray
Serving as pastors are Rev.
Leslie Gilbert at Elm Grove Baptist Church and Rev. John Nelson at Locust Grove Baptist
Church.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Kids' first names are not
always first to be used

PEANIUTS
,41010
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1•11N1
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DREAMING
THAT 6E15
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WOOF!
IA)I4IMPER
WW1NE...
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WRIMPER!
• 0.0

...Aro

'SIM

0

,
1011 &•••••
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1 Hockey goal
4 Unhappy fate
8 Cold-shoulder
12 Road hazard
13 Pakistan s
language
14 Meadow rodent
15 Square-shaped
17 Dorm furnishing
18 Novelist Ferber
19 Elevator guy
21 Gloomy
22 - de corps
25 Model to begin
with
26 Quaker pronoun
27 Purge a file
30 Sense organ
31 Thirst quencher
33 Yes vote
35 Files
37 Survey finding
38 What bartenders check
39 'Kubla Khan"
locale

41 Soft matted
wools
44 For fear that
45 Bombay nanny
46 Spent
47 Camelot lady
51 Small coin
52 Molecule
component
54 Moo companion
55 Play the lead
56 Diner's options
57 Cable channel
DOWN
1 Tip of a pen
2 'Foucault's
Pendulum
author
3 Gore- 4 Daphne Meitner
5 Moon track
6 Poet's tributes
7 Soggy soil
8 Willowy
9 Knot
10 Wnst bone

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ICON
SO M POKE
R OM
HUE
L MIL
K UM
AGES
E ejS
ATEMOHE MULOM
MUT CIAO
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3-24 c 2007 UnIterl Feature syndicate Inc
11 Prominent
nose
16 Good old days
20 Polynesian
plant
21 Swindle
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22 When Paris
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23 Hoopster
- O'Neal
Rest tat KY/TN
24 Brazil neighbor
Mummer Illodura &
25 Mammoth
3
me.
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27 Badmouth
I yr.-$116.00
28 Scarlett s
mansion
29 Watched
Misr Mail
31 Bog flops
Sabscriptions
32 Home in the
phone book
3 as.
34 Perfume label
6...--WOO
word
I yr.-.....$136.00
36 One or the
other
37 Poker stake
I Check Money Order
39 TV tube gas
MIC
40 Easy - pie
41 Novelties
I Name___
42 Throw off heat I St.
Address_
43 Tibetan monk
I City
44 Relative of a
zither
I State
Zip
46 Collide with
I Daytime Ph.__
48 CBS nyal
49 Mr Woosnarn
Mail this coupon with
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payment to:
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TV Listings Sunday, March 25, 2007

TV Listings Monday, March 26, 2007
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